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ABSTRACT
DEFORMATION STUDIES OF POLYMERS BY
FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
(September 1983)
Donald J. Burchell, B.S., Cornell University
M.S., University of Massachustts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Shaw Ling Hsu
We have developed a combination of mechanical -vibrational
spectroscopy to characterize the deformation induced microstructural
changes in polymers. With this technique, extremely accurate
macroscopic mechanical information in the form of stress-strain data
is collected along with microscopic information in the form of
infrared data. The information obtained yielded insights into various
aspects of the mechanism of molecular deformation.
Initially we designed and constructed a hydraulic tensile tester
and interfaced it to the Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(FTIR). This tester incorporates a closed-loop DC servo-controller,
which drives a servo-valve. Using the feed-back loop from the load
cell or strain gauge, both the stroke and load are programmable. It
is capable of performing various types of deformation experiments with
extreme accuracy, wide frequency response, and variable deformation
ampl itude.
vi
We have also developed several time resolved Fourier transform
infrared techniques to measure the rate of molecular motion with suf-
ficient time resolution, accuracy, and wide spectral range. The
earliest scheme employed "stepwise" strain functions. We have also
developed a second scheme which allowed the use of continuous harmonic
strain functions. The mechanical-spectroscopic data can then be
complementary to the information obtained by mechanical spectroscopy.
Since most of the spectroscopic changes are small, a considerable
number of computer programs were written to search and characterize
spectroscopic changes.
The results obtained from variously prepared polyethylene showed
the crystalline units orient on the order of milliseconds, which is
consistent with previous rheo-optical measurements. Mechanical-
vibrational spectroscopy was also useful in showing the significantly
different relative orientations achievable of various phases in
ethylene-methacryl ic acid copolymers and their salts. In addition, by
measuring the orientation rate of characteristic bands of each com-
ponent in poly(styrene)/poly(vinyl methyl ether) blends, we were able
to evaluate the participation of each phase in the overall mechanical
behavior. In this case, analysis based on the transient rubbery net-
work is satisfactory.
vii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The deformation induced structural changes of polymeric materials
strongly affects their mechanical properties. Thus the understanding
of the molecular mechanisms involved in polymer deformation is a
necessary prerequisite for developing a reasonable structure-property
correlation. One of the most effective approaches for the investiga-
tion of deformation phenomena is rheo-optics which describes the rela-
tionship between an optical quantity, i.e., x-ray diffraction, light
scattering, birefringence, or infrared absorption, measured simultan-
eously with stress and strain as a function of time or frequency (1-4).
The molecular deformation mechanisms of a typical multi-phase
polymer are quite complicated, involving combinations of molecular
slippage, reorientation of the crystallites, and/or elongation of
amorphous segments. These microstructural changes often occur at very
different rates ranging from milliseconds (amorphous orientation and
relaxation) to hundreds of seconds (crystalline orientation). Thus
it is important to develop characterization techniques capable of
directly measuring the kinetic phenomena associated with each morpho-
logical phase with sufficient time resolution, accuracy, and repeat-
ability at both the microscopic and macroscopic levels. The majority
of past rheo-optical studies have used combinations of birefringence,
x-ray diffraction, and light scattering to study the response of a
1
2specific phases in a multiphase material. Unlike these techniques,
infrared spectroscopy has the advantage that it can be used to measure
the response of all the individual phases fairly conveniently (5), as
many vibrations in the infrared spectra are characteristic of the
details of local conformation or environment. Incident infrared
radiation is absorbed when the transition moment vector associated
with the normal mode of the absorbing molecular species has a com-
ponent parallel to the electric field. Therefore, if the molecular
species and their associated transition moments are randomly oriented
in an isotropic system, the measured absorbance is independent of the
polarization of the incident radiation. For an anisotropic distribu-
tion of the transition moments, the observed net absorbance varies
with the direction of the incident polarized radiation. The effect of
anisotropy on a particular absorption band, i, in the infrared
spectrum is characterized by the dichroic ratio, D-j
:
where Ay-j and A in* are the integrated absorbances of the i
tf1 vibration
measured with radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the
draw direction, respectively. For parallel alignment D-j is «, for
perpendicular aligment it is 0, and for random orientation D-j is 1.
Assuming equivalent band shapes, the integrated absorbances may be
replaced by the absorbances measured at peak maxima. However, a
better measure of orientation is the orientation function:
D
i = A|ii/A ii (1)
fi =
D-j + 2
(2)
3where subscript i concerns vibration i. In order to measure quan-
titatively chain orientation, one must correct f-j for the difference
in a-j, the angle between the chain axis and the absorbing transition
moment of vibration i. Then a chain axis orientation function f can
be defined as:
fi
f "~ (3)
T oi
where f01* = ~ - and Doi = 2 cot? ai
.
D oi + 2
The derivation of this orientation function is based on a relatively
simple model where a fraction f of the polymer is perfectly uniaxially
oriented, while the fraction (1-f) is randomly distributed (6).
However, this orientation function is related to the more generally
applicable orientation function f (7,8) which is not restricted to a
certain model or orientation distribution:
f =
(3<cos2e> -
1) (4)
Here, e is the average angle between the chain axis and the principal
deformation direction of the sample. For parallel alignment f becomes
unity, for perpendicular alignment it is -1/2, and for random orien-
tation f becomes 0. The primary advantage of this relation is that the
orientation functions determined by other independent methods (e.g. x-
ray diffraction and birefringence) may be complementary to the results
derived from infrared dichroic measurements of the absorption bands
4which are representative of the appropriate phase (7). This fact pro-
vides the means for the calculation of D0 j and hence an estimate of
a 0 -j, the angle between the transition moment of vibration i and the
chain axis. Except in the simplest cases, such as the CH2 group fre-
quencies shown in Figure 1, the determination of a
q
- by geometrical
considerations is very difficult and often inaccurate. However, the
knowledge of the correct value of is necessary for the correct
determination of the orientation function from infrared dichroic
measurements
.
The applicability of conventional dispersive infrared instru-
ments for rheo-optical studies is limited in that measurement time
varies directly with the frequency range studied. The advent of
rapid-scanning Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) systems has promoted
the application of infrared spectroscopy in the field of rheo-optics
(9-11). The theory of FTIR spectroscopy has been thoroughly treated
in the literature (9,12) and only a brief description will be given
here. Primarily, two advantages have contributed to the increased use
of the interferometer based FTIR technique over the conventional
dispersive infrared spectroscopy. The multiplex or Fellgett's advan-
tage arises from the fact that in the FTIR spectrometer all the fre-
quencies of polychromatic radiation contribute simultaneously to the
i nterferogram whereas in a dispersive spectrometer the radiation is
detected successively in small wavenumber increments. The high
throughput or Jacquinot advantage implies that the power of the source
is more effectively utilized in the optical system of an interferometer
5Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the mechanical -vibrational
spectroscopy.
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7with rotational symmetry about the radiation direction. Along with
the powerful and convenient computer facilities available for
manipulation, representation, and storage of the spectral data, these
two features have led to the superior performance of the FT IR
technique when compared to dispersive instruments with respect to
increased signal-to-noise ratio, higher energy throughput, and the
rapid scan capability to obtain the entire mid-infrared region on the
order of one second.
The one second measurement time available with a rapid-scanning
FTIR is quite suitable for use with the stretching devices used in
previous dynamic infrared studies, which employ a combination of gear
and spindle drives (5,13,14), to study phenomena or events lasting
much longer than the measurement time. However, as described earlier,
many of the more interesting effects occur at either very small strain
values or over a very short time scale, -milliseconds. Recently the
time resolved spectroscopic technique (TRS) has been developed for use
with a FTIR which allows one to measure events occuring as fast as 50
microseconds (15,16). Associated with these studies, the stretching
device used must be capable of fast reproducible deformation functions
over a wide range of both frequency and amplitude, which cannot be
easily accomplished by a gear-spindle stretching device. In addition,
to fully characterize a polymeric material the tester must also be
able to perform the standard mechanical tests such as constant strain
rate, elongation, creep, and stress relaxation studies.
8The purpose of this thesis is four-fold. First, is the construc-
tion of a mechanical testing device. This tester must be capable of
performing various deformation functions as a function of time,
frequency, and temperature. The values of elongation and load during
an experiment must be measured and then made accessible to the FTIR
minicomputer. The tester also must fit in the FTIR sampling compart-
ment and be interfaced with the spectrometer system. The design and
construction of the tester and its interface to the spectrometer will
be discussed in Chapter II.
Second, since changes in the infrared spectra of a material being
deformed are often quite small at the low strain levels needed for
viscoelastic tests, and often masked due to the signal to noise ratio,
analytical techniques must be used to search and characterize the
mi crostructural response. These techniques will be discussed in
Chapter III.
Third, to study the short time behavior of a semicrystal 1 ine
polymer undergoing deformation, the time resolved spectroscopic
technique will be used. Due to the severe Imitations in the currently
available packages, a new TRS method was developed. Considerable
amounts of information describing the rheo-optical behavior of
polyethylene are available (18). These analyses are based primarily
on dynamic x-ray diffraction and birefringence studies. To test the
validity of our TRS technique, studies will be done on low density
polyethylene as a function of frequency and temperature of
measurement. These results will be compared to those from previous
9studies. They are described in Chapter IV.
Fourth, various polymer systems will be studied by the com-
bination of mechanical and spectroscopic techniques discussed
previously. Studies of an ethylene-methacrylic acid copolymer both in
its neutralized and ionized form will be described in Chapter V.
These polymers have crystalline and amorphous phases similar to those
of polyethylene, but have the added complication of having hydrogen
bonded groups in the acid form and ionic domains (of size 10 A - 1pm)
in the ionized form. However, neither aggregate structure or size has
been completely defined (18-20). The deformation behavior of these
polymers have been related to some of the structural models.
Deformation studies on polymer blends of poly(styrene) (PS) and
polyvinyl methyl ether) (PVME) as a function of PS molecular weight,
compatibility, composition, strain rate, and measurement temperature
will be discussed in Chapter VI. This system is interesting because
its phase equilibria are well established, providing well-defined pro-
cedures for preparing compatible or incompatible samples by varying
molecular weight or solvent (21-23). Furthermore, since this polymer
pair possesses a lower critical solution temperature (LCST), com-
patible or incompatible samples can be prepared by varying the thermal
history. Since both components are amorphous in the blend, a rubber-
like network (RLN) approximation will be used for analysis. The RLN
approximation enables one to compare different samples in terms of the
degrees of molecular entanglement or mechanical properties.
CHAPTER II
INSTRUMENTATION
II. 1 Introduction
Associated with the deformation experiments we have developed a
closed-loop hydraulic stretcher to deform polymer samples in the
infrared spectrometer. In previous deformation experiments,
stretching devices which generally employ a combination of gear-
spindle drives have been used with great success (5,13,14). In
general, however, this type of device cannot be operated at high
deformation frequency or amplitude with sufficient reproducible
accuracy necessary in cyclic experiments employed in time resolved
spectroscopy. Therefore, we developed a new stretcher and interfaced
it to our FTIR specifically for deformation studies (24). Since both
the applied stroke and the load are programmable, stress relaxation,
creep, or harmonic deformation experiments can all be carried out in
conjunction with vibrational spectroscopy. The details of this
stretcher and its interface to the FTIR electronics are presented
here.
IU2 FTIR Spectrometer System
Our instrument is a standard Nicolet 7199 Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrometer system employing a model 7000 optical bench
10
11
capable of high spectral resolution and fast data collection. The
processor is a Nicolet 1180 minicomputer. Since in most kinetic
studies large amounts of data are usually acquired in a short time, we
added one extra 10 Megabyte Diablo 44B Disk and a 9800 Kennedy magne-
tic tape system for data storage. An optional 20 bit parallel
input/output interface board (Nicolet 308) is used for controlling the
stretcher and to access information from external devices. All of the
40 individual lines can be addresssed from the 1180 computer by
programs written in assembly language. These programs are callable by
higher level languages such as Basic or Fortran. Thus an entire
experiment can be programmed to run with very little operator
involvement. Use of the time resolved spectroscopy technique requires
that the time of infrared data collection be coordinated with the time
of the external deformation cycle. Thus, it is important to consider
both how and at what rate infrared data is collected.
The Nicolet model 7000 optical bench basically consists of three
Michelson interferometers. In a Michelson interferometer the source
radiation is partially reflected and partially transmitted by the
beamsplitter. The reflected beam is reflected from a fixed mirror and
the transmitted beam from a constant velocity moving mirror. The
beams recombine at the beamsplitter, where part of this modulated beam
is sent back to the source and the rest to the sample and detector.
If a monochromatic source is used and the distance between the
beamsplitter and the fixed mirror is identical to the distance between
the beamsplitter and the moving mirror (the zero path difference, ZPD)
12
the two recombined beams interfere constructively. As the moving
mirror moves one-quarter of the wavelength of the incident radiation,
the two beams will interfere destructively. As the mirror continues
moving this pattern will repeat itself, forming a sine wave, shown in
Figure 2. So radiation of a single frequency results in an inter-
ference pattern or interferogram which is a sine wave. These two are
a Fourier transform pair. The Fourier transform is quite simply a
mathematical operation relating the interferogram (distance or time
with constant moving mirror velocity) to a frequency spectrum. If the
incident radiation is made up of two frequencies the different fre-
quencies will interfer with each other, causing a beat pattern. As
more frequencies are added, it is only at the ZPD that we get general
constructive interference between different signals. As the distance
of the two beam paths differ, the interferogram signal drops quickly
due to destructive interference between signals. A typical inter-
ferogram is shown in Figure 3.
It is important that the distance scale in the interferogram be
very exact. In all modern commercial instruments this is done using a
separate interferogram from a He-Ne laser. Since the laser is essen-
tially monochromatic, its interferogram is a sine wave, and the
distance between each zero crossing of the sine wave is simply one-
half the wavelength of the laser radiation. By using these zero
crossings with known spacing as a signal for the computer to collect a
data point, the time or retardation of the infrared interferogram data
points may be known quite accurately(25). The time between each
13
Figure 2. Sine wave interferogram resulting from the use
of a monochromatic radiation in a Michel son interferometer.
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Figure 3. Typical interferogram
obtained with a FTIR
spectrometer system.
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infrared point collected depends on the velocity of the moving mirror
(available speeds 0.055 to 3.13 cm/sec). For typical mid-infrared
experiments this data point collection rate is in the range of 15-60
microseconds/data point.
If the interferometer is to be used for signal averaging, it
is important that each scan begin at exactly the same data point.
This is accomplished by using an interferogram from a white light
source. Since white light contains a great number of different
frequency components, its interferogram has a very high center burst
at ZPD. This center burst is used as a trigger to begin sampling. It
is optically offset so that it occurs prior to the central peak of the
infrared interferogram. On our instrument the white light center peak
occurs 910 data points (approximately 30 milliseconds at the standard
velocity of 0.880 cm/sec) before the infrared central burst.
Highly polarized infrared radiation is obtained using a Harrick
Germanium Quad Diamond polarizer mounted in the interferometer bench.
II. 3 Tensile Tester
The hydraulic stretcher is shown schematically in Figure 4.
This stretcher is sufficiently small to fit in the sampling area of
the regular Nicolet 7000 optical bench. The entire stretcher is
attached to a single mounting platform and thus is easily moved into
and out of the spectrometer. Polymer films (30 mm x 10 mm x 5-50 ym)
usually used in transmission experiments are stretched between sample
18
Figure 4. Schematic view of the hydraulic tensile tester.
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mounts. These mounts are directly coupled to a hydraulic piston to
ensure fast response and accuracy. Since they are also attached to a
pair of stabilization rods, relative rotation is completely
eliminated. The hydraulic power supply and accumulator to drive the
hydraulic piston deliver at least 1200 pounds per square inch at 2.5
gallons of flow rate. The piston has an area of 0.7 in 2 and a stroke
of 2 inches. The hydraulic flow is controlled by a M00G model 30
servovalve rated at 1 gallon per minute flow rate. This should give a
maximum piston velocity of 5 inches/sec. The servovalve is controlled
by a Moog servocontrol ler which accepts a load or position feedback
signal. The load value is measured by a Data Instruments JP10 load
cell (rated at 10 pounds) attached directly to the fixed sample jaw by
two stabilization rods to eliminate rotation. The strain is measured
by a Trans-Tek 243-000 linear DC to DC position gauge (LVDT). The
analog outputs from the load cell and LVDT can be digitized and are
then accessible through the parallel 1/0 ports of the Nicolet
computer. Standard calibration tests were done to determine the con-
version factors needed to convert the digitized LVDT signal to length
and the digitized amplified load cell signal to pounds force.
Heating elements are attached to a removable cover over the
sampling area. Therefore, we can carry out deformation experiments
between ambient and 120°C.
21
II. 4 Electronics and Operation
In order to carry out this type of mechanical-vibrational
spectroscopy, we need to monitor and control both the spectrometer
movements and the stroke and applied force of the stretcher. The
entire interface between various components used in the experiment is
shown in Figure 5. The schematic diagram of the control electronics
are shown in Figure 6. For time resolved and rapid scan experiments
the data collection software has been modified so the 1180 computer of
the FTIR can initiate a deformation event through a TTL pulse to the
Exact 350 signal generator. In both types of experiments, once
initiated, the signal generator then sends an appropriate preset
analog waveform, which can be a step function, a triangular wave (or
ramp), or a harmonic wave, to the servocontroll er for driving the
piston. After the deformation experiment is initiated, the ser-
vocontroll er, in conjunction with the signal generator, controls
piston movements. The interferometer scan period is controlled inter-
nally by the velocity control of the FTIR. As shown schematically in
Figure 5, the analog signals from the LVDT or load cell may be com-
pared in the servocontrol 1 er to the signal from the signal generator
for controlling the piston movements. We found this stretcher to be
extremely accurate in both displacement and frequency response. For
most of the deformation experiments of interest to polymer scientists,
the phase lag between the signal generator and the actual piston move-
ment is no more than 5 degrees for 2 mm amplitude at a frequency of 20
22
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the mechanical-vibrational
spectroscopy.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the tensile tester controlelectronics and the interface to the FTIR spectrometer.
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Hz. Due to the 60:1 difference of the analog signals from load cell
or LVDT, the amplification gain of the serocontrol ler must be adjusted
depending on the feedback signal used. This choice enables the stroke
or the load to be programmable in the deformation experiment.
Therefore, two types of experiments such as stress relaxation tests,
in which the load is monitored at a constant strain, or creep tests,
in which the sample length is measured at a constant load, can be
carried out conveniently. In these experiments the strain and stress
values are obtained through the parallel port and stored with the
i nf rared data.
A zero adjustment of the servocont roller can be used to provide a
desired initial load or strain to the sample. Although this control
is usually used to prestretch the sample to prevent slackening in har-
monic deformation experiments, it can be used to manually deform the
polymer in a stepwise fashion while the infrared data are collected.
This is the type of mechanical-vibrational infrared spectroscopy that
has been used historically to study polymer deformation.
When required, our modified FTIR software initiates digitization
of the load cell and LVDT signals through the parallel interface as
shown in Figure 6. These values are kept with the appropriate
infrared spectra in the header block. The load cell signal is
amplified by a factor of 60 by the AD521 precision instrumentation
amplifier to bring its amplitude up to approximately the same level as
the LVDT. Both of these signals are sent to AD7510DI protected analog
switch, which can be opened or closed by TTL pulses sent through the
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Nicolet 308 parallel I/O board (Figure 6) to the digitizer. The AD572
12-bit analog to digital converter is operated in the ±10 V range to
match the outputs of LVDT or amplified outputs of the load cell. The
A/D conversion is also initiated through the parallel I/O line 19.
The resulting 12 bit digitized output signal is then accessible
through the 308 board and put on the 1180 data bus. Because of the
analog switch and the time needed for the analog to digital conver-
sion, the strain and stress values are collected sequentially with
about a 25 usee delay between the two values. If two separate sample
and hold amplifiers were used, then the strain and stress signals
could be collected simultaneously. However, the 25 usee separation
between the two values is much shorter than the accuracy needed in our
vibrational-mechanical experients which involve events in the order of
milliseconds. Therefore the strain and stress values are treated as
being simultaneous events in our analysis.
In the usual configuration, the stress-strain values are usually
accessed by the Nicolet 1180 minicomputer and stored with the infrared
spectra. The programs written in assembly language are inserted into
the regular data collection routines of the Nicolet instrument. These
program modifications are listed in Appendix A. Because extremely
thin films are required in our mechanical-vibrational spectroscopy,
experimental conditions such as the strain amplitude or the stress
applied are difficult to establish. Therefore, the macroscopic mech-
anical behavior of the samples needs to be defined precisely before the
actual spectroscopic experiments to eliminate waste of spectrometer
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time due to sample breakage, unexpected yielding behavior, etc.
We have written a Fortran program that runs on the Nicolet com-
puter to monitor the sample behavior directly through use of the same
electronic interface. In addition, a microprocessor has been inter-
faced to the stretcher, allowing the measurement of the macroscopic
values. In both cases, without the restriction of the interferometer
scanning time, the macroscopic values can be obtained with much
greater frequency. Since the time axis is conveniently available,
stress-time and strain-time can be obtained in addition to the usual
stress-strain plots.
CHAPTER III
SPECTRAL DECONVOLUTION TECHNQIUES
1 1 1 > 1 Introduction
The changes in specific infrared vibrations of a material being
deformed are often complicated. The complications can arise from
multiple vibrations overlapping and frequency shifts. Vibrations
arising from the same molecular species in two different morphological
phases in the polymer solid are often similar in frequency (i.e. the
720 cm-1 crystalline b-axis CH2 rocking vibration and the 723 cm" 1
amorphous CH2 rocking vibration). It is important when calculating
the orientation function for a specific morphological phase that only
vibrations from that phase be considered. If not an averaging of the
behavior of several phases rather than the single phase of interest
will result.
To separate the various single vibrations contributing to an
overlapping multiple band spectrum several analytical methods can be
used. These methods include: a) fitting gaussian-Lorentz shaped
bands to the data set by standard techniques; b) known spectral
contributions may be fitted by a least square technique to the
multiple band spectrum; c) the factor analysis and ratio method tech-
niques can be combined to deconvolute the multiple band spectrum.
In the majority of our experiments, stress induced frequency
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changes in absorption bands are small. However, in deformation experi-
ments performed on rigid rod polymers at high stress, changes in the
frequency of absorption bands are seen (26). For a single vibration
in a clean region of the vibrational spectrum, bands that do shift in
frequency on deformation can be analyzed by using the integrated peak
area (with a suitably large baselined area) rather than peak heights
in the calculations. For frequency changes of a single band in a
multiple band spectrum the multiple bands should be deconvoluted as
mentioned above.
The fitting of gaussian-Lorentz shaped bands (27) and the least
square (28,29) spectra curve fitting techniques have been widely used
in previous work and will not be discussed here. The use of the com-
bination of factor analysis and the ratio method technqiues with
infrared spectra is a recent development and will be discussed below.
III.2 Factor Analysis and Ratio Method Techniques
II 1 . 2. 1 Introduction . Vibrational spectroscopic characterization of
polymer conformation and molecular environment has mainly been based
on normal coordinate and model compound analysis. However, when there
is a mixture of conformations or a wide choice of environments, the
structural information available in vibrational spectroscopy becomes
much more difficult to assimilate. Thus, theoretical considerations
are often further complicated by spectroscopic effects associated with
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inaccuracies in band position, halfwidth, and intensity in conven-
tional dispersive infrared instruments. Therefore, polymer charac-
terization is often an approximation, particularly with regard to the
determination of the number of contributing spectral components when
several are present. Within the past few years Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, based on the use of Michel son inter-
ferometer and minicomputer, has made available accurate digitized
spectroscopic information. The application of FTIR to the study of
macromolecules has already led to significant finding with much
promise for the future. We have been interested in the morphological
characterization of melt crystallized polymer blends and stress defor-
mation of semicrystall ine polymers. The analysis of these spectral
data often involves deconvolution of a given mixture spectrum into
two or more independent contributing components that will regenerate
the spectrum by linear combination. The analytical methods used in
our laboratory include factor analysis (30-36) and the ratio method (37).
This section describes several general mathematical methods,
incorporating estimates of measurement errors, to calculate and eva-
luate the number of species present in mixtures. Furthermore, we have
applied these methods to analyze the structure of solid solutions of
binary polyethylene mixtures, a model for extrudate (30). Our dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry and low frequency Raman measurements
have provided information regarding the distribution of extended chain
length which arises from the large number of chain defects (30). For
these samples we were also interested in examining another aspect of
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morphology, i.e. the possibility of packing defects. Factor analysis
has proved to be quite valuable and the results are presented here.
II. 2. 2 Experimental . Spectral grade para-, meta-, and ortho-xylene
were obtained from Fischer Chemical Company and were used without
further purification. Solution spectra were collected in a Harrick
liquid cell with 0.10 mm spacers.
Polyethylene 1000 (Mn =980, Mw/Mn =l.l) and polyethylene 2000
(Mn =1790, Mw= 1.1) were purchased from Polysciences Inc. All compounds
were used without further purification.
Mixtures of PE 1000 and PE 2000 in various molar ratios were
sealed in Pyrex tubes in vacuo. The sample tubes were heated to -15°
above the melting temperature of the higher melting component and were
kept at this temperature with occasional shaking for approximately two
hours before quenching to liquid nitrogen temperature. All thermal
and spectroscopic data were obtained immediately after quenching. The
quenched mixtures have been shown to be solid solutions and their
structures are reported elsewhere (30). These samples were kept at
room temperature. A second analysis carried out one week later showed
some structural changes.
Infrared spectra (4000-400 cm-1) were obtained on a Nicolet 7199
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Two hundred scans at a reso-
lution of 2 cm-1 were signal averaged and stored on a disk system. All
the spectra stored are available for later analysis. Our spectral
analysis computer programs are coded in Basic and can access the par-
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tial or entire spectrum of any particular data file on the magnetic
disk system. In general, the infrared spectra were obtained from KBr
pellets containing 1.5% to 2.0% of quenched polyethylene mixtures.
The criterion for the analysis is that Beer's law be obeyed, hence low
absorptions are needed (38,39).
III. 2. 3 Theory factor analysis . As in previous analyses (31-35), a
matrix A of Nw x Ns in dimension is formed from Ns , the number of mix-
ture spectra, each containing Nw digitized absorbance values such that
Ns
The spectral range to be considered, Nw , is flexible. Since the
core storage in our computer is limited to 48K, depending on the
number of mixtures to be considered, 2000-4000 data points is the
usual computational limit. With our Nicolet 7199 FT IR operating at
2 cm- 1 resolution, zero filling once, corresponds to about 1 cm" 1 per
data point, so, for a 3000-1500 cm-1 region Nw is approximately 1500.
Several transformation methods of A and their effects have been
summarized (40). In the present analysis, matrix A is baselined with
a column matrix X, forming a new matrix Y, such that
Y = A - X (6)
Each element of the ith column of X equals the absorbance minimum in
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the spectrum i over the frequency range represented by Nw . Then each
spectrum can be viewed as being generated from the independent com-
ponents of Beer's law
Y ij = Aij ' xj = I Ckjeki (7)
k=l
where i corresponds to the wavelength, j to the mixture spectra, Xj is
the minimum spectrum j in the studied region, Ckj- is the concentration
of species k in mixture j, e ki is the extinction coefficient of spe-
cies k at wavelength i, N
c is the number of independent species.
The y matrix being the size Nw x Ns is too large to be con-
veniently analyzed. However, a symmetric matrix B of size N
s x Ns
can be defined by
B = YT Y (8)
where is the transpose of Y. From matrix theory it can be shown
that B is of the same rank as A or Y. The rank of this B matrix is
important because it corresponds to the number of independent spectra
needed to reconstruct the absorbance spectra. It should also be men-
tioned that the transformation of A to Y is a specific one of the
more general form
Y = TA + Z (9)
where T is a weighting matrix and Z is the adjustment matrix. In
forming B, when each column is multiplied by a constant, there will be
a change in the value of the eigenvalue but the number of non-zero
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eigenvalues or the number of contributing components will remain
unchanged. Therefore, an identity matrix can be used for T.
Secondly, the adjustment of matrix Z can be formed from the average
absorbance of the region (32) or, in this case, the minimum absorbance
of the region of interest. This second method is closest to the
method usually used with Beer's law. In this formulation, there is
only one zero absorbance at (Ajj) min. and no negative values [note
that this method is the same as the covariance about the origin method
with the origin defined now as (A-jj) min.]. In contrast, the first
method has a data set, A-j j=A-j j
-
(A-j j)av» therefore containing both
positive and negative absorbance values, which is inconsistent with
Beer's law. Secondly, the negative values are given undeserved weight
when the Y matrix is premultiplied. by its transpose in forming B.
A convenient method to determine the rank of B is to search for
the number of 'non-zero' eigenvalues (31-36). However, in each of
these searches, there are computational inaccuracies and more impor-
tantly measurement inaccuracies, resulting in none of the eigenvalues
being identically zero. What is necessary, therefore, is a statisti-
cal criterion for the 'vanishing' of an eigenvalue. In most cases the
real eigenvalues are usually significantly larger than the error
eigenvalues (which are usually the same order of magnitude), so a
qualitative comparison will reveal the actual number of non-zero
eigenvalues or the rank of the matrix B 2 . in cases where this cri-
terion fails to distinguish clearly the actual eigenvalues from the
error eigenvalues, we have incorporated three additional criteria in
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our analysis to determine which eigenvalues are in fact non-zero.
Since B matrix is real and symmetric, it can be expressed as
f ol 1 ows:
B = Xpivj1 + A 2V2V2T + . . . A n^n T (10)
where X-j and v-j are the i th eigenvalue and normalized eigenvector,
respectively, and n is the number of non-zero eigenvalues. Then in
the actual analysis, another B matrix Bl , can be constructed from the
computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors as follows:
k
Bl =
I X-jVivi
1
(11)
1 = 1
As an alternative criterion, the minimum k that satisfies the
f ol lowing
B - Bl < 0.001*B (12)
or
B ij " B1 ij < O.OOlBij (13)
for each element of the two matrices will be considered the rank of
the B matrix.
The standard deviation of the absorbance for k components, S^, is
defined by (34)
k
Tr(B) - I Xi
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where Tr(B) is the trace of B.
Let the estimated error of the absorbance measurements be S
a .
The third criterion in determining the rank of B is to search for
the minimum k such that S^S
a >S|<+ i. The measurement error depends on
a number of experimental parameters and the energy available at the
detector as a function of frequency. This can be seen from the 100%
line shown in Figure 7. For our analysis, the estimated error of
the absorbance measurement is taken to be the maximum absorbance
deviation from 0.0 for the frequency region of interest. The fourth
criterion to determine the non-zero eigenvalues can be arrived at via
an estimation of the square root of the variance, o-j, of each
eigenvalue, incorporating possible measuremental error (32). If the
computed eigenvalues are arranged in order of decreasing value, then
only the eigenvalues larger than their standard errors will be con-
sidered as significant. For the eigenvalues smaller than their stan-
dard errors, they should therefore be regarded as being statistically
equivalent to zero. In an analysis, the order is taken as k when:
Xk > ak
(15)
*k+l < tfk+1
Again, in this method the estimated error associated with each fre-
quency is taken from the 100% line.
The Basic program for this analysis is shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 7. 100% line from the ratio of two sets of data
(100 scans at 2 cm" 1 resolution).
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"'• 2 ' 4 ^ rat-l°J£th°d. «hen the rank of the B mtrU fs 2
(i.e. NC=2), each column (spectrum), Kl(u) , in the a Htr|( js ^
res Ul t of the Umtr combination of two discrete spectra, s l( v, and
S 2 (v), which can be oecon.oluted fro™ the measured spectra by the
"ratio method" (37). ,„ mathematica, for. this is expressed as
follows:
M l(v) = S!(v) + S2 (v) (16)
M2 (v) = w 1S 1 (v) + a> 2S2 (v) (17)
where Wi and . 2 are the fractions of Sl(v) and S2 (v) contributing toW respectively. The ratio of ^(v) to Ml(v)> F(v) is snown below
f (v) _
M 2^ v )
_
"lSl(v) + a, 2S 2 (v)
^l^T " ^Ti(v) + S 2 (v) (18)
If the range of wavelengths measured is large enough (i.e. large Nw )
then at some wavelength, vj, S^v^O, and F(v)=u,2 . Also at v 2 ,
S 2 (v 2 )=0 and F(v 2 )=to 1 . In general, n and W2 are taken as the maximum
and minimum values of F(v) over the wavelengths studied. This assump-
tion that both S l( v) and S2 (v) are zero at some frequency and the
signal to noise ratio of the M^v) will introduce some uncertainty in
the calculation of Ml and u, 2 . Some spectral smoothing techniques and
an iterative procedure for the calucation of BJ and . 2 (37) have been
developed but in most cases do not significantly change the results.
When n and u> 2 are known, the two discrete spectral components are
calculated as follows:
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Sl(v) =
T^l - o) 2 )
[M2(V)
"
u, 2Ml(v)] (19) I
s 2(v) =
( UJ1
*
gg| C«iMi(v) - M2 (v)] (20)
Over the entire set of Mq*(v), due to uncertainties mentioned above,
different mixture spectra will not show the exact same S^v) and
S2(v)> but will all show the same trends if indeed NC=2.
A copy of the Basic coded computer program is given in Appendix
G.
III. 2*5 Results and discussion . The factor analysis technique was
tested on a set of computer generated mixture spectra shown in Figure
8. The eigenvalues resulting from this test are shown in Figure 9.
There are clearly only two components present as seen by the sharp
drop in magnitude of the eigenvalue between components 2 and 3. The
effects round off errors from the numerous calculations done on the
"ideal" data set can be seen by the small but non-zero eigenvalues
obtained for components 3-11.
As an example of applying these statistical methods to analyse
real mixture spectra, ortho-, para, and meta-xylene solutions in
various compositions were prepared to be used as a model system. The
1300-1700 cm-1 region was selected for analysis. In this region the
maximum absorbance deviation from 0.0 for the 100% line is approxima-
tely 3.66 x lO" 3 . The computed residual standard deviation,
eigenvalues, and the square root of variance are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 9. Eigenvalues from the factor analysis for the
generated spectra.
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TABLE 1
Results of Factor Analysis on Xylene Mixtures (1700-1300 cm-1)
Max. of 100% ABS, Spectrum from 1700-1300 cm-l=3.66E-3
Number RSD* Ei genvalue +a*
1 0.06512 27.7463 2.98478E-2
2 3.79918E-2 1.16185 2.24579E-2
3 6.65759E-3 0.57902 2.46007E-2
4 2.54667E-3 1.56274E-2 2.73238E-2
5 7.24201E-4 2.45552E-3 2.33666E-2
6 4.26543E-4 1.40928E-4 3.30068E-2
7 1.98402E-4 5.84988E-5 2.34154E-2
*RSD - Residual standard deviation.
*o - Square root of the variance of each eigenvalue.
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For this model system it is clear that all four methods yield the
result that the seven mixtures arise from three independent spectra
(41). One should notice the relative magnitudes of the third and
fourth eigenvalues. In addition, the residual standard deviation
associated with the third eigenvalue is clearly above the possible
error. In contrast, the standard deviation of the fourth largest
eigenvalue is smaller than the error. Similarly, the significance of
the first three eigenvalues is easily seen when the square root of
the variance is considered. Only these three eigenvalues are suf-
ficiently large to be considered as real.
The effects of various collection parameters were studied on this
xylene system. The eigenvalues obtained from four tests are shown in
Figure 10. There is no major difference in the results obtained by
varying the signal to noise ratio of the collected spectra (xl*x2).
We found 16 scans to be the minimum number of scans needed to obtain
reproducible factor analysis results. Changing the correlation
function, which controls the amount of difference that will be
tolerated in major interferogram peak positions on co-adding suc-
cessive scans also has no significant effect (x3*x4). The major dif-
ference, which occurs when the resolution is changed from 2 cm- 1 to
4 cm-1 (x2*x3), is a result of having twice as many digitized absor-
bance values in the 2 cm-1 compared to the 4 cm" 1 resolution data.
More values result in larger sums and hence larger eigenvalues. Both
data sets do show the same trends.
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Figure 10. Eigenvalues from factor analysis on xylene
mixtures with various instrumental parameters.
xl(*): 2 cm-1 resolution, 1000 scans, correl at ion=yes
;
x2(+): 2 cm-1 resolution, 16 scans, correl ation=yes
;
x3(^): 4 cm-l resolution, 100 scans, correl ati on=yes
;
x4(D): 4 cirri resolution, 100 scans, correlation=no.
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Figure 10.
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Mixtures of various concentrations of ortho- and para-xylene were
analyzed by factor analysis showing the expected two components. The
ratio method deconvol ution technique was then used on the data, a
typical result is shown in Figure 11. The deconvoluted and the
measured spectra are very similar. The major deviation in the decon-
voluted spectra occurs at 1510 cm" 1 in the ortho-xylene case. This is
due to an overlap of the intense para-xylene absorption at that
frequency
.
Raman spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry have
revealed interesting morphological features associated with polyethy-
lene 1000 and 2000 binary mixtures; namely, the existence of con-
siderable conformational disorder (30), the degree of which depends on
composition. Ott and Slagle (42) first raised the possibility that
aliphatic chains in solid solutions of fatty acids may exist both
fully extended and as non-extended chains. This model is consistent
with that analysis. Furthermore, it was found that the composition
containing 71 mole % of PE 2000 contains the greatest number of nonex-
tended chain segments. The natural question is whether the statisti-
cal methods presented previously can be used to elucidate additional
morphological features. Based on earlier theoretical normal coor-
dinate analysis, the vibrational spectrum of polyethylene is
understood in great detail (43,44). The bands listed in Table 2 are
characteristic of particular chain conformation and packing (43-48).
Indeed, the difference spectra obtained for samples freshly prepared
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Mgure 11. Ratio method results from spectra of
1 orthorl para and 2 ortho:l para-xylene mixtures.
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TABLE 2
Band Frequency Assignment for Particular
Chain Conformation and Packing
Frequency (cm-1) Assignment Reference
717 CH2 rock in a monoclinic crystal 45
phase
720 In-phase CH2 rock crystal and 46
amorphous phases
730 Out-of-phase CH2 rock crystal 46
phase
1078 Skeletal C-C stretch amorphous 47
phase
1308 and 1368 CH2 wag in GG amorphous phase 43
1352 CH2 wag in GG amorphous phase 43
1475 CH2 bending of the monoclinic 45
phase
1894 Combination of Raman active 48
1168 and 720-730 i.r. bands
crystal phase
2016 Combination of Raman active 48
1295 and 720-730 i.r. bands
crystal and amorphous phases
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and one week later revealed substantial differences in the 1400 and
700 cm-1 regions. This is shown in Figures 12 and 13. Specific
changes are seen in the 1475 cm-1 ancj 717 cm-l bands which are
assigned to the CH2 bending and CH2 rocking of polyethylene. It is
known these bands are particularly sensitive to chain conformation and
packing changes (43-45).
The results of the factor analysis carried out for the 680-800
cm-1 region of the samples of varying composition are shown in Table
3. Unlike the xylene case, the number of independent components
contributing to the spectra cannot be easily obtained. For the
quenched material, the comparison of eigenvalues and the evaluation of
the residual standard deviation does not show clearly two or three
independent components. The residual standard deviation of the third
eigenvalue is comparable to the error estimate. However, the
reconstruction of the B matrix and the evaluation of the square root
of variance (our most favored method) have shown that there are only
two linearly independent components to the spectra obtained. Thus,
the 'ratio method' can be used to deconvolute the two spectral
contributions. In the CH2 rocking region, one of the components is
determined to be the characteristic 720 - 730 cm- 1 doublet of the
CH2 rocking vibration arising from the crystal-field splitting for
chains packed in an orthorhombic unit cell (44). The other components
consist of a band at 717 cm-1 W1*th a broad band between 720 and 730
cm-1. a representative set of the deconvoluted spectra for the
polyethylene solid solutions is shown in Figure 14. The integrated
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Figure 12. Difference spectra in the CH2 rocking region
as a function of molar concentration of PE 2000 between the
annealed and the as quenched polyethylene solid solutions.
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Figure 13. Difference spectra in the CH2 bending region
as a function of the molar concentration of PE 2000 between the
annealed and as quenched polyethylene solid solutions.
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TABLE 3
Results of Factor Analysis on Polyethylene Mixtures (800-680 cnr*)
Max. of 100% ABS spectrum from 800-680 cm-l=1.32E-3
Number RSD Ei genvalue
5.33847E-3
3.12712E-3
1.45463E-4
7.55064E-4
5.57710E-4
3.32547E-4
2.06737E-4
6.33299E-8
1.54496
8.34519E-3
9.48117E-4
1.89860E-4
3.17762E-5
3.17762E-5
8.14703E-6
4.99877E-6
2.96482E-3
3.58837E-3
3.59177E-3
2.93054E-3
2.61072E-3
3.06154E-3
2.59610E-3
2.48753E-3
4.41508E-3
2.18890E-3
1.11117E-3
8.34397E-4
5.94220E-4
3.80771E-4
2.53480E-4
4.84287E-8
1.41556
6.54341E-3
4.40300E-4
6.66353E-5
4.20417E-5
2.51964E-5
9.70637E-6
7.56076E-6
2.67400E-3
2.99964E-3
2.45549E-3
3.13053E-3
2.88239E-3
2.88282E-3
2.53954E-3
2.88192E-3
Figure 14. Deconvolved FTIR spectra mixture containing
PE 2000, quenched in liquid nitrogen.
Figure 14.
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intensity for this second component is sensitive to the composition of
the binary mixture. The broad band is assignable to the polyethylene
in the amorphous phase. The 717 cm" 1 band must arise from CH2 rocking
vibration since no other fundamental mode is known to be in this
region (43). Paraffin or polyethylene samples subjected to various
thermal, chemical, or mechanical treatments have often shown a band
from 715-717 cm" 1 . The most reasonable assignment is the CH? rocking
vibration which arises from polyethylene chains packed in the mono-
clinic unit cell (45). However, this kind of defect does not imply
long lateral order necessary to be seen by x-ray diffraction (45). In
this structure, the interchain non-bonded interactions are signifi-
cantly weaker than in the orthorhombic unit cell, therefore only one
component of the CH2 rocking doublet can clearly be observed. In
addition to the conformational defects measured by Raman and differen-
tial scanning calorimetry on solid solutions of binary mixtures, a new
aspect of their morphology, i.e. a considerable but varying amount of
packing defects has been observed.
The amount of the monoclinic phase varies with composition simi-
lar to the conformational disorder and their exact relationship is of
interest. The crystal 1 inity of the mixtures is estimated by measuring
the peak area for the heat of fusion (AHf=3.37 kJ mo!" 1 for PE 1000 and
3.60 kJ mol" 1 for PE 2000) (38). The degree of crystal 1 inity measured
is between 65-80%. Since the 720 - 730 cm" 1 doublet arises from
interchain interaction in the crystalline regions, a relationship
between the integrated intensity of these two bands and the degree of
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crystal 1 inity is expected. This is shown to be true for the com-
position measured in Figure 15. In addition, the amount of confor-
mational disorder has been estimated by the normalized integrated
intensity of the longitudinal acoustic mode for these samples (30).
These values show a similar composition dependence over the range
measured as the integrated intensity of the 717 cm-1 band. This is
shown in Figure 16. It should be emphasized that the above simi-
larities are indicative of trends, the exact relationship has not been
devel oped.
III. 2. 6 Conclusions . Four methods of factor analysis have been eva-
luated. Although each is satisfactory for model systems, in some
cases, the results derived from one or more methods may not be conclu-
sive in assigning the number of components in polymer spectroscopy.
However, as a whole, the number of linearly independent components in
a set of mixture spectra can usually be assigned. This analytical
method applied to several solid solutions of polyethylene binary mix-
tures of varying composition revealed two independent components. In
the CHg rocking region, one component is the 720-730 cm" 1 band asso-
ciated with the polyethylene chains packed in an orthorhombic unit
cell. The second component consists of a 717 cm-1 band and a broad
band between 720 and 730 cm-1. These two bands can be assigned to the
chains in monoclinic phase and the amorphous phase respectively. The
integrated intensities of the bands correlate well to the degree of
crystallinity and conformational disorder measured by thermal analysis
and Raman spectroscopy.
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Figure 15. Comparison of crystal! inity with the integrated
area of the deconvol uted 720-730 cnrl doublet as a function of
composition
.
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Figure 16. Comparison of the integrated area of the 717
cm-1 component with the integrated intensity of the longitudinal
acoustic mode.
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CHAPTER IV
TIME RESOLVED FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
IV. 1 Introduction
The mechanical properties of polymeric materials in bulk are
related to the deformation behavior at the microstructural level.
When deformed and depending on stress, strain, and/or thermal history,
the structural changes at the micro level may include molecular
slippage, reorientation of the crystallites and elongation of the
amorphous segments. Due to the viscoelastic nature of polymers, the
stress and the motions at the microstructural level will be out of
phase with the induced strain. In order to fully characterize
viscoelastic materials, it is desirable to have flexibility in the
time scale of measurement while maintaining accuracy and reproducibi-
lity at the microscopic and macroscopic levels. Normally visco-
elastic measurements are made at a constant temperature with various
frequencies or at a fixed frequency with various temperatures. The
objective is to construct a curve of the response (mechanical or
other) versus log (time) or temperature. The time scale (frequency)
involved is often from seconds to milliseconds. In addition to the
usual dynamic mechanical tests, combinations of dynamic birefringence,
x-ray and light scattering have been used to characterize the motions
of individual components in multiphase materials (17). Unlike these
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techniques, vibrational spectroscopy provides the selectivity needed
to measure directly the response of individual molecular segments, but
usually lacks the time resolution required to obtain dynamic
measurements.
With the wide use of the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), this picture has improved somewhat. Previous infrared studies
of polymer deformation have ranged from static measurement to Vapid
scan" measurements, capable of yielding spectra as close as seconds
apart during the deformation process. However, Fourier transform
infrared spectrometers, even with their multiplex advantage, still
cannot produce spectra with both high time resolution and acceptable
signal to noise ratio (S/N) simultaneously. To achieve better time
resolution and/or S/N ratios, time resolved spectroscopy (TRS) was
developed.
We have used a combination of vibrational spectroscopy and
mechanical deformations to study polymer behavior (49,50). These
studies were based on modifications of the Vapid scan" and previously
developed time resolved packages. Unfortunately, these methods were
found to be lacking in flexibility. For example, only ramp strain
(constant strain rate) or step strain functions, respectively, of
limited time scales can be used. The method developed previously can-
not be used easily with continuous cyclic strain functions which are
often used in polymer deformation studies. Therefore, in our labora-
tory we have developed other time resolved spectroscopic techniques
to to follow the structural changes as a function of stress or strain
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history. If the material being studied is linearly vi scoelastic, a
condition usually satisfied at low cyclic strain amplitudes, theoreti-
cally we are capable of capturing events occuring in time intervals as
short as 30 microseconds. A detailed description of these schemes
along with the results obtained for polyethylene are presented in this
section.
IV. 2 Schemes of Previous Time Resolved Spectroscopy Techniques
Because of its multiplex advantage and high throughput, FTIR has
a higher speed of spectral acquisition than dispersive instruments.
This has been shown numerous times in literature and both theoreti-
cally and experimentally. Even so, when observing short time
phenomena, it is necessary to reduce the S/N ratio (by decreasing the
number of scans coadded and the time to collect each scan) and/or
spectral resolution (shorter mirror travel) for better time
resolution. The limit of regular FTIR is reached when the time period
required for one scan of the moving mirror is longer than the time
resolution required to describe the physical phenomenon. This defi-
ciency led to the development of time resolved Fourier transform
spectroscopy.
The principles representing several approaches to TRS have been
presented in a number of publications (15,16,51-54). A normal inter-
ferogram, I (
6 j ) is composed of points from j=l to the maximum number,
NDP, each taken at equal intervals of retardation (6j) (Figure 17a).
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Figure 17. Illustration of the relationship between the
external event and infrared data collection in time resolved
spectroscopy studies. Parameters given in Table 4.
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TABLE 4
Experimental Conditions Used in Figure 17
TRS Parameters
clock period (time resolution), At 30.8 msec
sample event period 500 msec
t ime/i nterferogram data point 113.2 ysec
NDP, number of points in interferogram 4096
number of scans coadded to each file 12 minimum
35 average
TRS Relationships
number of clock periods/sample event 16.2
t ime/scan 463.6 msec
number of clocks/scan 15.1
number of data points/clock period 271
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Each of the TRS technqieus divides the sample event into discrete
elements of time, t-j, (Figure 17b). The time elements are normally of
the same width At, Therefore, the time associated with element tj is
i x At as i goes from 0 to N, the number of At intervals per sample
event. During a TRS experiment, the interferogram points, I(6j,t-j)
are function of both time and retardation. Several schemes exist for
collecting I(6j,t-j) for all j and i. When finished collecting, the
points are sorted to reconstruct interferograms at constant time.
Each resulting interferogram then contains data points numbered from 1
to the maximum number, NDP, all collected during a particular ti*
The first reported TRS results were taken with a step scanning
interferometer (15,16). With this type of interferometer, the moving
mirror is positioned to the desired starting position to record the
infrared signal as a function of time. The mirror position is then
incremented. Again the signal is recorded. This is repeated until
all interferogram points from 1 to NDP as a function of time have been
collected. In this TRS experiment, instead of collecting and storing
a single value of the IR signal at each interferogram point, a series
of values, corresponding to each time element, t-j are collected. By
observing the IR signal over many sample events, the values for each
t-j may be signal averaged to increase S/N. After data are collected
at all interferogram points for all time elements, the data are sorted
to form the proper sequence of files and transformed to give the
spectra associated with each element t-j. This experiment has the
advantage that the time resolution is limited only by the digitization
flexible and places few (if any) constraints on the duration and type
of sample event chosen. The disadvantage is the lack of commercially
available step scanning FTIRs. However, this experiment has proven
the advantages of TRS, i.e., the increased time resolution while
allowing signal averaging to improve S/N ratios.
Initially, a different time resolved technique was used with
rapid scanning interferometers (49,50). Our interferometer is a con-
tinuous scanning type, which uses a HeNe laser to determine accurately
the changing position of a moving mirror relative to the fixed mirror.
The transform of a monochromatic source (6328 A of the HeNe laser) is
sinusoidal in nature. The zero crossings of this curve defines the
coordinates in the retardation space, x. The mirror moving at
constant velocity therefore intercepts these zero crossings at well
defined time intervals, At, which can be calculated as
At=-^MiL (21)
where A] aser is the laser wavelength and v is the velocity. For a
time evolving event, a single scan of the interferometer would
represnt a collection of interferogram elements, I(x,t n ), where x is
the optical path difference and t n is the time at nth data point,
x and t n are related as shown in equation (22).
tn = t0 +
* (22)
V
A constant time interval, t0 , is measured relative to a white light
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rate of the infrared signal. Furthermore, the sampling scheme is very
center burst, which is approximately 900 data points before the
infrared central burst.
The first event is triggered by the white light center burst, all
subsequent event triggers are delayed by multiples of At. This is
continued until N events have been collected. This provides a defi-
nite relationship between the retardation of the moving mirror and
the time into the event. Thus the set of the initial interferogram
elements of each of these N spectra represents the interferogram of
the sample at time t0 (strain or stress equals zero). The inter-
ferogram corresponding to the structure of the sample at a time of
nAt into the deformation are the set of interferogram elements which
correspond to the nth data point of each of the N time averaged
i nterferograms. The entire scheme is shown in Figure 18. With our
instrumentation, the theoretical finest time resolution achievable is
15 ysec (time/data point). Since the velocity of mirror travel is
adjustable in our experiments, the time period associated with the
full interferometer stroke is matched to the one cycle of the oscilla-
tory strain to shorten the measurement time.
IV. 2. 1 Results . We applied the time resolved spectroscopic technique
to follow structural response rate of the subunits in the ion-
containing ethylene-methacryl ic acid copolymers. These polymers have
crystalline and amorphous phases of polyethylene, and ion domains of
submicroscopic dimensions (10 A - 1 urn). However, neither the aggre-
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Figure 18. The six successive interferograms collected
under the time resolved mode.
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gate structure nor size has been completely defined (18-20). Although
the enhancement of mechanical properties of these ionomers is well
known, a number of fundamental problems still remain in the
understanding of structure-property relationships.
As a first step, it is important to establish and "calibrate" the
changes in vibrational band shape, intensity, frequency, and dichroism
as a function of strain amplitude. In a previous publication (50).
There are measurable changes in dichroic ratio or frequency for strain
amplitude as small as 2% for the ethylene-methacryl i c acid copolymer.
The experimental conditions for most of our initial polymer work is
shown in Table 5. When external strain is applied, the successive
time resolved spectra exhibit features which follow the strain
amplitude. One such region is shown in Figure 19. We observed the
dichroic ratio of the 2674 cm-1 parallel band to change as a function
of strain in times as short as 200 usee.
In addition, we have carried out similar experiments to follow
the deformation of neutralized samples with Zn ++ as counter ions.
Both static (drawn material) and dynamic (time resolved spectroscopy)
experiments were conducted. Some of the spectral changes are easily
observable, others can only be established using difference spectra.
It should be noted that some of the changing sample thickness may
introduce absolute intensity differences. However, these "artifacts"
are of much smaller magnitude than the other results obtained under
the time resolved mode. Bands at 1418, 1585, and 1700 cm" 1 increased
significantly with time up to 0.2 msec (Figure 20). In contrast,
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TABLE 5
Experimental Conditions for a Time Resolved
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy Experiment
i n Fi gures 19 and 20
Number of data points 4096
Time resolution 200 ps
Period of external stress 50000 us
Strain amplitude 2%
Velocity 1.43 cm/sec
Measurement time ~40 min
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Figure 19. The intensity changes associated with the
2673 cin-1 band measured as a function of time. Lower curve
at t=0, upper at t=500 ys.
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Figure 20. Intensity changes of infrared bands (2200-1000
cm-1) measured as a function of time. Top curve t=0, middle
t = 200 ps, bottom ratio 200 ps/t=0.
Figure 20.
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bands such as that at -1440 cm" 1 , also in the CH 2 bending region, do
not. To our knowledge this was the first application of the time
resolved technique applied to follow the structural changes of poly-
meric sol ids.
Several 1 imitations exist in this approach: 1) the start of the
sample event must be triggered at specific times by the special TRS
circuit. Therefore, this method precludes the use of continous sample
events (dynamic viscoelastic measurements). 2) The whole sample event
must occur between the time the interferometer scan starts and the time
the moving mirror reaches the point of zero path difference, ZPD,
in the interferometer. This time period is less than 30 msec on our
instrument at the standard mirror velocity. For sample event times
greater than that, the interferogram will not include points at the
ZPD region and these files are difficult to coadd and to phase correct
during Fourier transforms, therefore reducing the flexibility in
choosing the duration of the sample event. 3) Finally, the experiment
is based on the software provided with the instruments which is dif-
ficult to modify in order to adapt to our various experiments.
IV. 3 New Developments in Time Resolved Spectroscopy
In our most recent approach, the start of the sample event is not
triggered by the start of the scan. Instead the event runs indepen-
dently and continuously. It is divided into time elements, over
which the event is considered constant, by a clock. If T0 is the
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duration of the sample event and At is the desired width of the
interval, then there will be NQ =T0/At different intervals. N0 may not
exceed 256 with our present hardware (Figure 21). At the beginning
of each sample event cycle, a counter is set to zero, and then
receives a clock pulse every At seconds. At the start of each scan
[signaled by the Take Data pulse (TKDA) from the interferometer] the
counter value is latched. This count value is read in at the end of
the scan and stored with the interferogram. The count value repre-
sents t-j at the start of the scan and will be used to calculate the
time corresponding to all other points in that interferogram. To
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, scans which start with
the same counter value are coadded. Files of interferograms are
collected and coadded until a sufficient number of scans have been
coadded into each of the N0 different files.
When collection is finished, the files must be sorted in the
proper time sequence. We know that, during the time interval At,
points will be collected by the interferometer. Ni=At/t', where t 1
(normally 28 microseconds) is the time spacing between each data point
in the interferogram and can be adjusted by varying the mirror
velocity. Groups of data points are sorted in a block as if they
occurred at the same sample event time. This implies that the physi-
cal event is essentially stationary within At, a value determined by
the clock and chosen to describe the kinetics of the physical
phenomenon. If an unsorted interferogram has NDP points, then it will
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Figure 21. Schematic diagram of the new time resolved
experiment
.
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be made up of NDP/Nx blocks. The first block corresponding to time
ti (relative to the beginning of the sample event), the second block
to time t-j + At, the next block to ti + 2At, and so on (Figure 22).
Since the time relationship between interferogram files and between
blocks in each file is clearly defined, separate interferograms may be
reconstructed for each time element ti of the sample event. In Figure
22 the location of the blocks needed to reconstruct a particular time
element is shown.
It should be mentioned that the start of the scan can occur any
time during the interval At, but on the average it will occur in the
middle. Therefore, the true time (relative to the beginning of each
cycle) associated with it h individual file will be t= (t-j + 0.5At)
± 0.5At. This error is due to uncertainties of exactly when in the
time period At the scan started. Note that the error is proportional
to At; therefore, At should be reduced until the error level is
acceptable. Also, in the sorting process, NDP/Nj (the number of
blocks) might not be a whole number and therefore a smaller block of
less than N| points will be left at the end of each file of inter-
ferogram points collected. These points are discarded with a small
decrease in spectral resolution.
To collect the data, the assembly language program (DATCOL)
supplied with the FTIR spectrometer by Nicolet was modified to read
the counter value in through a model 308 20-bit parallel I/O port at
the end of the scan and to put it into a file status block memory
location. This modification is given in Appendix D. Next, the data
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Figure 22. Sample event shown as an interferogram.
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(in the sample file) must be coadded to the proper file (the destina-
tion file). This is done by a program written in the FTIR macro com-
mand language which examines the counter value in the status block and
sets the proper destination file to coadd the sample file into. Next
the.coadd command is executed, which adds the sample and destination
files and. stores them back into the destination file. A sample
program which does this is shown:
CLS the interferogram data is collected into the sample
file, along with the counter value
DFN=NSD the counter value is obtained from the sample
file and the destination file is set accordingly
CAD this coadds the sample file into the destination
file
Obviously, while this sequence is being carried out, the sample event
and the interferometer continue. However, no data are collected.
After the FT-IR software is finished coadding, it collects the next
full scan.
The sorting of the files is done by a Fortran program on the
Nicolet computer. The time required to sort the files is much shorter
than the time required to collect the files. This program is given in
Appendix E.
Spectral artifacts in TRS spectra have been observed (53). They
are attributed to the changing concentration in a photochemistry cell.
In our experiments, if too large a change in sample spectra occurs
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during a test, possibly due to changing sample thickness, similar
artifacts may occur. Several tests were performed to evaluate the
correct operation of the hardware and software associated with data
acquisition and analysis. No appreciable spectral artifacts were
observed (55).
IV. 4 Application of the New Time Resolved
Technique to Polyethylene
In a separate time resolved spectroscopy experiment, we intended
to follow the segmental (both amorphous and crysalline) orientation
and relaxation as a function of temperature and excitation frequency.
Considerable amounts of information describing the orientational beha-
vior already exist for the crystalline regions of polyethylene (17).
Those analysies are based primarily on dynamic x-ray diffraction
studies. It is generally accepted that the crystal orientation is not
an instantaneous process, but may require a finite time (milliseconds
to as long as seconds) to complete. This rate, however, is dependent
on the sample morphology (degree of crystal 1 inity, crystallite size,
and so on), strain rate, and the temperature of measurement.
The results of a time resolved experiment on slow cooled low den-
sity polyethylene using our time resolved technique (5% prestrain, 3%
strain at 0.5 Hz deformation frequency) are shown in Figure 23. In
that particular experiment, we intended to follow the segmental orien-
tation and relaxation (both amorphous and crystalline) as a function
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Figure 23. Oichroic ratio measured for the 1470
bending vibration in a 0.5 Hz time resolved experiment
Experimental data o, fitted data §.
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of temperature and frequency. As can be seen from Figure 23, the
orientation function of the crystalline CH 2 units represented by the
CH 2 bending vibration in the 1400 crrr 1 region follow the input cosine
strain function quite well. However, the peak of the orientation
function (we have taken the transition moment of the CH 2 bending
vibration to be perpendicular to the chain axis) lags the input strain
function by approximately 70°, using a single retardation time Voight
model this delay corresponds to a retardation time of 875
milliseconds, or about 400 milliseconds in time delay. This delayed
response is consistent with the data previously obtained by dynamic
birefringence or x-ray data (17). The curve shown in this figure is
the result of a least square fit to the experimental data, with the
frequency of the harmonic function fixed at the frequency of the
deformation cycle. Fourier expansion analysis of the same data
(performed after the average value of the dichroic ratio or orien-
tation function has been subtracted from the experimental data)
yielded a phase lag angle of 68°. In general, the phase lags calcu-
lated by the least square technique agreed to within 4° the phase lag
calculated by the Fourier expansion technique, well within the 1/2
clock period uncertainty (-10°) mentioned above.
A more interesting region of the polyethylene spectrum is the
rocking vibration at about 700 cm-1. The CH2 rocking vibration is
made up of three components, a broad vibration at about 722 cm-1 d ue
to amorphous trans sequences and vibrations at 730 cm-1 a nd 720 cm-1
due to crystalline methylene units polarized along the a and b axis
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respectively. The orientation function measured from the peak height
of the 720 cm"l vibration for the unannealed low density polyethylene
test discussed above is shown in Figure 24. The delay in orientation
function response to the cosine deformation cycle is about 300 milli-
seconds or an angular delay of about 60°. Again, using a simple
Voight model for retardation time analysis, this delay corresponds to
a retardation time of about 500 milliseconds. The large uncertainties
shown are a result of several factors: 1) The collection algorithm
used results in a set of interferograms with a differing number of
coadded scans and hence signal to noise ratios. The sorting and
analysis of this type of data will show the effects of the signal
to noise ratio differences. 2) The changes in intensity with a 3%
deformation cycle for these vibrations is small (-2% or -.01 absor-
bance units). This change is only about 5 times the uncertainty
due to the instrument as measured by the 100% line (Figure 7,
-0.002 absorbance units in this region). 3) The differences in
time averaging of the coadded scans value of t=ti+0.5At, men-
tioned above) between both polarization measurements will contribute
to the uncertainty. 4) The time lag between the collection of the
parallel and the perpendicular polarized data sets could introduce
uncertainties if time dependent phenomenon occurred over the collec-
tion time. Testing a sample showing time dependent changes with this
TRS technique is contrary to the assumptions on which it is based.
Comparisons between data collected over a three hour period on this
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Figure 24. Orientation function for the crystalline b axis
as a function of time in a 0.5 Hz experiment.
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Figure 24.
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low density polyethylene showed slight changes, of order of 0.004
absorbance units. Changes of this magnitude could be due to the
inconsistent event time averaging discussed in point 3, and hence
uncertainties resulting from deformation time dependent phenomena are
assumed to be minimal. 5) The quad diamond polarizer used for the
polarization mesurements reduces the infrared beam intensity by a fac-
tor of 4 with parallel polarization and a factor of 8 with perpen-
dicular polarization compared to an unpolarized test. As the dichroic
ratio or orientation function is the result of the comparison of these
two polarization directions, this amplification difference can magnify
the uncertainties due to the factors mentioned above.
A further source of uncertainty that arises when analyzing the
rocking vi ration from the peak heights at maximum absorbance is due to
the mixing of the underlying amorphous vibration with the 720 and 730
cm-1 crystalline vibrations. A standard gaussian-Lorentz (5:95) band
shape deconvol ution routine (Nicolet CAP program) was applied to the
data mentioned above. The results showed that the amorphous vibration
contributed from 20-40% to the intensity of the 720 cm- 1 (a axis)
vibrations. However, the "best fit" parameters (position, amplitude,
and half-width) of the amorphous vibration varied considerably, with
the frequencies of maximum absorption varying from 725 to 721 cm- 1 and
the maximum intensity from 0.05 to 0.2 absorbance units. Plots of the
deconvoluted vibrations in terms of both integrated absorbance and
peak heights at maximum absorption with event time showed no discer-
nable trends and are not presented here.
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Because of the large uncertainties involved in the analysis of
the time resolved data discussed above the remainder of the discussion
on the TRS studies of polyethylene will focus only on the qualitative
aspects.
Figure 25 shows the orientation function response for the 720 cnr 1
vibration of the slow cooled low density polyethylene (5% prestrain,
3% strain at 0.5 Hz deformation frequency) used for the tests shown in
Figures 23 and 24 that has been annealed at 110°C for 24 hours. The
delay between the deformation cycle and orientation function response
has increased (relative to Figure 24) to about 400 milliseconds as a
consequence of the increased crystal 1 inity of the sample. The Voight
model retardation time in this case is about 900 milliseconds. This
increase in retardation time on annealing is consistent with previous
results from dynamic x-ray diffraction and birefringence (17).
Changing the deformation frequency should change the phase lag
between the deformation cycle and the orientation function but not the
retardation time. Figure 26 shows the orientation function response
for the 720 cm- 1 rocking vibration for a 0.2 Hz deformation frequency
(5% prestrain, 3% strain amplitude) test on the annealed low density
polyethylene used for the test in Figure 25. The time lag between
deformation and orientation in Figure 26 is about 600 milliseonds, 50%
larger than in Figure 25. However, the retardation time, calculated
from the Voight model, is about 800 milliseconds, which agrees reaso-
nably well with the 900 millisecond retardation time from Figure 25,
considering the uncertainties involved.
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Figure 25. The b axis orientation function for annealed
low density polyethylene as a function of time in a 0.5 Hz
experiment.
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Figure 26. The b axis orientation function for annealed
low density polyethylene as a function of time in a 0.2 Hz
experiment.
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Any type of continuous deformation function may be performed
using this TRS technique. As an example, a medium density polyethy-
lene was tested using a periodic square wave deformation function (5%
prestrain, 2% strain amplitude at 0.2 Hz), the dichroic ratios
obtained for both a and b axis crystalline and amorphous vibrations
are shown in Figure 27. As can be seen in the figure, the dichroic
ratios from the b axis and the amorphous vibration follow the applied
strain function, the a axis, however, shows no appreciable changes
with deformation. This result is consistent with previous tests per-
formed by dynamic x-ray diffraction studies on annealed low density
polyethylene (56). Time resolved studies on poly(butylene
terephthalate) have also been performed using this technique (55).
As discussed in Chapter II, the TRS technique can be used as a
dynamic mechanical tester without the collection of infrared data. In
these cases, the values of driving strain and resulting load are
acquired at a rapid rate. The results of a typical test of this type
are shown in Figures 28 to 30. Figure 28 shows the driving strain
function. Figure 29 shows the resulting load response, and Figure 30
the modulus calculated from the data in Figures 28 and 29. By varying
the temperature of measurement and keeping the deformation frequency
constant, viscoelastic curves of E 1 , E" , and tan 6 may be obtained, as
shown in Figure 31. The tan 6 maximum at 70°C corresponds to the
a relaxtaion of polyethylene (56). The shape and magnitude of the tan
6 curve deviate somewhat from the reported results, with the shape of
the tan 6 curve appearing less sharp in our data. The magnitude of
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Figure 27. The dichroic ratios measured for crystalline
and amorphous vibrations in a 0.2 Hz study on polyethylene.
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Figure 28. The measured length vs. event time, driving
strain function, for an 0.5 Hz experiment using the tensile
tester to obtain dynamic mechanical data.
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Figure 29. The measured load vs. event time for the
deformation.
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Figure 30. The resulting dynamic modulus vs. event time for the
deformation.
Figure 30.
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Figure 31. Moduli and the loss tangent as a function of ternperature for polyethylene at 0.5 Hz.
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the tan 6 is also somewhat larger than that reported in the
literature. These differences are probably due to the fact that fewer
data points are used and the uncertainties discussed previously.
IV»5 Cone! usions
Despite the considerable number of experimental difficulties
encountered during the development of this new technique, we feel the
time resolved Fourier transform technique can contribute to the study
of molecular dynamics, leading to a better understanding of structure-
property relationships.
By removing the constraint that forces the external sample event
to be explicity triggered by the movements of the interferometer of a
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer, and instead relating both
processes to an external clock, we have improved the time resolved
spectroscopy significantly. Besides shortening the experiment time
needed for greater reliability, the major improvement is that more
realistic deformation experiments on polymers can be carried out.
Instead of deforming the samples with "stepwise" strain functions, we
can now characterize microstructural changes at the segmental level
using continuous cyclic strains. Since macroscopic properties
(modulus and strain) are also collected along with the spectroscopic
data as a function of time, we now have the potential to derive a
direct relationship between structures and properties, at least at an
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empirical level. Preliminary studies on polyethylene have already
verified that the time resolved spectroscopy technique can indeed be
sensitive to characterize structural changes at short time intervals
CHAPTER V
STUDIES ON ETHYLENE-METHACRYLIC ACID COPOLYMERS
AND THEIR SALTS
V»l Introduction
During the past two decades considerable attention has been paid
to the investigation of the physical properties of ion-containing
polymers (57-59). An important class of these polymers is the ethylene-
methacrylic acid copolymers (EMA) which have been either partially or
wholly neutralized with a cation such as sodium. Upon ionization, it
is found that properties such as optical clarity, melt flow viscosity,
and tensile strength are greatly enhanced (60,61). These increases
seem to depend on the acid group concentration and the degree of
neutralization. Despite numerous studies of the EMA ionomer system by
the use of many experimental techniques such as infrared spectroscopy
(62,63), x-ray diffraction (61,64-66), electron microscopy (61,67),
dynamic mechanical (61,66,68) and dielectric tests (61,69), the
microstructures and the existence of superstructures still remain as a
controversial subject.
The structure of the EMA acid may be represented schematically as
CH3
-fCH2-CH2-)rrCtH2-C)]r •
C00H
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For a methacrylic acid content of 3 to 6 mole %, a random distribution
of methacrylic acid groups would give a value of n from 16 to 35 (for
m=l), long enough for some polyethylene segments to crystallize (67).
At least two morphological models have been proposed to rationalize
the properties of the EMA ionomers. First, a two phase model con-
sisting of a polyethylene crystalline phase and an amorphous phase
which contains a uniform distribution of dimerized salt groups. This
two phase model is called the "homogeneous" model (68,70). The second
morphological model is called the "cluster" model (61), consisting of
a three phase system containing a polyethylene crystalline phase, an
amorphous phase, and ionic clusters about 100 A in diameter embedded
in the amorphous phase.
Orientation (71-73) and relaxation (61,69) studies have indicated
that a transition occurs in the EMA ionomers at about 40°C that is not
present in the acid form. This transition was interpreted as a
softening of the ionic domains. The infrared spectra of EMA and its
salts contain vibrations arising from CH2 units in the crystalline
phase and C00H or C00"M+ vibrations in the amorphous phase. Therefore
the combination of mechanical-vibrational spectroscopy is an ideal
probe for studying the response of the various phases present.
V.2 Experimental
The samples (Surlyn A copolymer from DuPont Company) used in our
studies contained 2.3 to 6.1 mole % methacrylic acid. Samples of
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partially ionized DuPont Surlyn A copolymer containing 2.3 mole %
methacrylic acid were refluxed in tetrahydrofuran with dilute hydroch-
loric acid in order to bring the copolymers to the nonionized state.
Samples of the 2.3 mole % methacrylic acid copolymer were placed in a
95:5 mixture of xylene and ethanol with sodium ethoxide for 1 hour at
25°C. Then the ionized samples were washed with ethanol and dried in
vacuo at 100°C. The degree of neutralization for the sodium and zinc
samples was measured using the previously established spectroscopic
procedure (62). The copolymer compositions and degrees of ionization
are presented in Table 6.
Films of thickness 0.020-0.050 mm were prepared by pressing at
180°C and 20,000 lb pressure for 4 minutes. Samples were quenched by
removing the mold from the press and immediately quenching it in a
dry ice-i sopropanol mixture. Samples were then dried in vacuo at room
temperature. Specimens for our mechanical-vibrational experiments
(30 mm x 10 mm) were then cut from these pressed films.
Since our polarizer is operated manually, two samples (one for
each polarization direction) must be used in our dynamic infrared
dichroism studies. To minimize possible differences in initial
orientation, sample thickness and sample integrity that can result
from two different samples, several criteria were used: a) Specimens
were cut from the same general area of each film to minimize differen-
ces in radial orientation in the pressed film, b) The ratio of the
parallel and the perpendicular polarized spectra for each sample in
the undeformed state had to be less than the signal to noise ratio
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TABLE 6
Mole Percent of Carboxylic Group and Degree of Ionization
of the Ethyl ene-Methacryl ic Acid Copolymer and Its Salts
Used for Initial Ionomer Characterization
Mole Percent Degree of
Acid or Salt Designation Methacrylic Acid Group Ionization
Na EMA- Na51 4.0 51%
Na EMA- Na 100 2.3 100%
Zn EMA-Zn 6.1 28%
Acid EMA2 2.3
Acid EMA6 6.1
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seen in the 100% line (see Figure 7). c) The stress-strain response
obtained by deforming each sample had to be the same within the
uncertainties of the data. All deformation studies were carried out
with the tensile tester in conjunction with the Nicolet 7199 FTIR
system as described in Chapter II. Samples were mounted in the grips
and prestretched until taut.
V.3 Initial Characterization of Ethylene-Methacryl ic Acid
Copolymer and its Salts
It is important to identify and characterize the individual
microstructural units present in the solid state polymer before
attempting any analysis of its deformation behavior. We are
interested in determining the extent of hydrogen bonding, the effects
of neutralization, and indications of an ordered superstructures in
the polylmers. The infrared spectra of the copolymer acid and its
sodium and zinc salts are presented in Figure 32. The assignments for
the important absorption bands are given in Table 7 (62,63,74,75).
The lack of appreciable absorption at 1741 cm-1 (Figure 32) indicates
that the acid groups exist predominantly as hydrogen bonded dimers in
the acid and partially neutralized polymers. When the acid is
neutralized, the relative intensity of carboxyl group vibrations (1700
cm" 1 region) decreases, while the relative intensity of the car-
boxylate ion or salt vibrations (1560 cm" 1 region) increases as
expected. The asymmetric carboxylate ion vibration generally appears
124
Figure 32. Infrared spectra of the ethylene-methacryl ic acid
copolymer and its sodium and zinc salts.
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TABLE 7
Important Band Assignments for Ethylene-Methacryl ic
Acid and Its Salts
Frequency Acid (A)
(cm- 1 ) or Salt (S) Assignment Reference
1741 A,S isolated COOH stretching 63
vibration, amorphous phase
1700 A,S hydrogen bonded COOH stretching 63
vibration, amorphous phase
1560 S asymmetric carboxylate ion 74
vibration, amorphous phase
1470 A,S CH2 bending motion, both 75
crystalline and amorphous
phase (CH3 umbrella motion)
1410 S symmetric carboxylate ion 74
vibration amorphous phase
935 A deformation of the hydrogen 62
bonded 0-H bond of the
acid group, amorphous phase
720 A,S CH2 rocking motion, two com- 75
ponents: 1) 720 cm- 1 from
amorphous trans segments
2) crystalline doublet, 720
cm-1 b axis polarized com-
ponent, 730 cm" 1 a axis
polarized component
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as a multiplet in the 100% ionized sample. Several authors have
assigned these multiple vibrations in the 1560 cm-1 region to dif-
ferent ionic domain structures (74,76,77).
On this basis the asymmetric carboxylate ion vibration multiplet
observed for the zinc neutralized ethylene methacrylic acid copolymer
(Figure 32) suggests that the zinc ionomers have several preferred
structures at ambient tempeatures. When the 28% zinc ionized sample
was annealed at 60°C
,
interesting spectral changes were observed in the
asymmetric stretching region (Figure 33). Over a period of one week
the intensity of the central asymmetric vibration (1535 cm-1) decreased
relative to either the hydrogen bonded acid vibration, 1700 cm-1, or
the CH2 bending vibration, 1470 cm-1. In contrast, the intensities of
the 1625 cm-1 and 1540 cm~l vibrations increased. These spectral
changes suggest that the structures corresponding to the 1625 cm-1 ancj
1540 cm-1 vibrations are more favorable than the structure corres-
ponding to the 1585 cm-1 vibrations at the higher temperature. The
structures corresponding to the 1625 cm-1 ancj 1540 cm~l vibrations may
be multiplets of ionic groups since these vibrations greatly increased
in intensity at higher temperatures (78). It should be emphasized
that the origin of these vibrations are not well known. Care must be
exercised in assigning the asymmetric vibrations of partially
neutra lized ionomers since water and non-ionized carboxylic groups
are known to influence the degree and type of ionized aggregates.
In contrast to the zinc ionomers, a broad featureless band was
observed in the asymmetric region for the 51% sodium neutralized
128
Figure 33. Infrared spectra of the 28% zinc EMA sample annealed
at 60°C.
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ethylene-methacrylic acid ionomer (Figure 32). We found this band is
strongly influenced by the water content and the non-ionized car-
boxylic groups. Previous infrared studies of partially neutralized
sodium ethylene-methacrylic acid samples have shown a similar band
shape for this asymmetric vibration (62,63). In contrast to the zinc
salts, the shape of the assymetric carboxylate ion vibration for the
annealed (60°C) sodium neutralized samples remain unchanged, indi-
cating no preferred structure or a lack of mobility at this
temperature.
Interesting spectral changes were observed when the 51% sodium
sample was annealed at 122°C. After annealing for one hour, droplets
of a liquid were observed on the polymer film which later dried to a
white powder. Spectra obtained for the sample before and after
annealing are shown in Figure 34. It is possible to measure the same
area of the film (beam diameter 3mm) since all films were annealed in
mounts. This comparison reveals a loss of intensity in the asymmetric
C0ONa + vibration with an increase in the C00H vibration intensity.
The difference between a spectrum collected through the white powder
and a spectrum collected through a clear area (position of collection
is determined by the alignment laser in the optical bench) is shown in
Figure 35. Note that the clear spectrum must be multiplied by 1.4 to
obtain a subtraction spectra with a flat baseline. We can then deduce
the white powder area contains 40% more of the sodium ionic domains.
Spectroscopic and pH measurements revealed the white powder to be
NaOH. Wilson and his coworkers suggested that water acts to solvate
131
Figure 34. Infrared spectra of the 51% sodium EMA sample before
and after annealing at 120°C. Different samples A, B, C; 1 after
anneal ing, 0 before.
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Figure 35. Difference spectra between a powder and a clear
region for the 51% EMA sample. Scale on upper two curves is 10X
that shown.
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the ionic regions (79). Our results are consistent with that
conclusion because of the relative ease of the reaction
-C00"Na + + H 20 i^C'000" + Na0H found -
The difference in annealing behavior at 120°C in the zinc and
sodium salts may also be due to the cations valency. Bonotto and
Purcell (80) found that the effect of water absorption on thermo-
mechanical properties of ethyl ene-acryl ic acid ionomers was greater
with monovalent than with divalent cations.
V.4 Deformation Studies of Ethylene-Methacrylic Acid Copolymers
In order to study both the elongational and the relaxation beha-
viors of the EMA acid system, a ramp and hold experiment was devised
in which the sample is deformed at a constant rate to a draw ratio of
about 1.3 and then held at this length for a specified period of time.
The strain-time function (strain rate is 0.2%/sec) of the 2.3%
methacrylic acid EMA sample, is shown in Figure 36. The same driving
signal is used in both the parallel and perpendicular polarization
experiments. The load-time response and the resulting stress-strain
behavior for this experiment of the 2.3% EMA sample are shown in
Figures 37 and 38 respectively. The deliberately offset curves in
Figures 37 and 38 show the samples are essentially similar in proper-
ties, passing the criteria discussed in section V.2. As can be seen
in Figure 38, the stress measured was proportional to strain up to
nearly 8% strain before departure from linearity was observed. This
136
Figure 36. Strain-time curve for a 0.2% strain/second ramp and
hold experiment.
Figure 36.
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Figure 37. Load-time curve for a 0.2%/second ramp and hold
experiment on the 2-3% EMA and sample. Dotted line - parallel
experiment, solid line - perpendicular.
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Figure 38. Load-strain curve for the 0.2%/second ramp and
hold experiment on the 2.3% EMA acid sample. Dotted line -
parallel experiment, solid line - perpendicular.
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Figure 38.
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8% strain, taken as the yield point of the 2.3% EMA, corresponds to an
event time of approximately 50 seconds (Figure 36). In order to study
the orientation behavior of various chain segments from different
morphological phases, we gave particular attention to the hydrogen
bonded C00H stretching, CH2 bending, and the CH2 rocking vibrations in
the 1700, 1470, and 720 cm-1 regions respectively. As discussed in
section V.l, this EMA system is a two phase system with an amorphous
phase containing both methylene and methacrylic acid units and a
polyethylene crystalline phase [20-40% crystallinity can still be
observed (67,73)]. From Table 7 it can be seen that the three vibra-
tions above can be used to characterize the relative orientation of
these two morphological phases. The dichroic ratio (calculated from
the integrated absorbance of each vibration) versus event time for the
hydrogen bonded C00H stretching, the CH2 bending, and the CH2 rocking
vibrations are shown in Figures 39, 40, and 41 respectively.
Initially, as expected, each vibration showed a continuous increase in
polarization with increasing strain. However, after the yield point,
the polarization of the methacrylic acid group decreased significantly
(changing approximately 0.05 dichroic ratio units) until the elonga-
tion was stopped. In contrast, the polarization of the CH 2 rocking
and bending vibrations continued to increase with applied strain at
slightly different rates. The constant strain portion of the test
shows no significant changes in the dichroic ratios of these three
vibrations, even though stress relaxation is clearly observed (Figure
38). The rocking vibration (720 cm" 1 ) results from vibrations arising
143
Figure 39. Dichroic ratio for the 1700 cm" 1 acid vibration in
the 0.2%/second ramp and hold experiment.
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Figure 40. Dichroic ratio for the CH2 bending vibration in the
0.2%/second ramp and hold experiment.
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Figure 41. Dichroic ratio for the CH2 rocking vibration in the
0.2%/second ramp and hold experiment.
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from methylene trans sequences in both the amorphous and crystalline
phases, with no methyl contribution. The continuing orientation beha-
vior for the rocking vibration beyond the yield point is probably due
to the delayed orientational response of the crystalline units to the
applied strain since the amorphous orientation-relaxation process is
faster than the experimental measurement time. For low density
polyethylene these changes occur in times of the order of 0.1 to 10
seconds (81). The bending vibration also has a crystalline phase
contribution that will affect its response on orientation similarly to
the rocking vibration. However, methyl deformations from groups in
the amorphous phase contribute to this frequency region as well (75).
The results of this experiment demonstrate the ability of the
vibrational -mechanical technique to follow the deformation-induced
orientations in various phases in a heterophase material. Elongation
experiments conducted to a higher strain level of 106%, at a similar
elongation rate, show that the dichroic ratios for the rocking and
bending vibrations (Figures 42 and 43 respectively) are very similar.
The relative magnitudes of the two dichroic ratios measured are con-
sistent with the values in the literature (73).
Experiments with varying strain rate and temperature were carried
out to characterize the orientation behavior of the hydrogen bonded
C00H group near yield point. The dichroic ratio change for the 1700
cm" 1 band for the 0.1%/sec strain rate (yield strain -8%, yield time
-80 seconds) and 0.4%/sec (yield strain -8%, yield time -20 seconds)
are shown in Figures 44 and 45 respectively. We found the orientation
150
Figure 42. Dichroic ratio of the CH2 rocking vibration for
constant strain rate of 0.17%/second to a maximum strain of 106%
experiment
.
Figure 42.
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Figure 43. Dichroic ratio of the CH? bending vibration for a
constant strain rate of 0.17%/second to a maximum strain of 106% ramp
experiment.
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Figure 44. Dichroic ratio of the 1700 cm"! acid vibration for a
0.1%/second ramp and hold experiment.
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change can be influenced significantly by the measurement temperature
as well. At 36°C the sample deformed at a strain rate of 0.2%/sec
yielded at 9% strain (or yield time of approximately 50 seconds). The
orientation change of the C00H group is shown in Figure 46. As
expected the sample deformed at the highest strain rate (0.4%/sec)
showed the highest yield stress. Although in all cases the orien-
tation of the C00H groups decreased after the yield point, the rela-
tive amount of decrease can vary significantly, depending on strain
rate and measurement temperature. The higher the strain rate the
smaller the orientation decrease. We also observed the decrease in
the C00H orientation is somewhat smaller at higher measurement temper-
atures. This type of functional dependence for the orientational
relaxation beyond the yield point for the hydrogen bonded dimer acid
groups is similar to that found with melt viscosity studies (82). The
macroscopic yield stress and the magnitude of the stress relaxation
vary with strain rate and temperature as expected (83). Detailed
analysis of these changes is a current subject of study in our
1 aboratory
.
V.5 Deformation Studies of the 100% Sodium Neutralized
Ethylene-Methacrylic Copolymer
Since water and carboxylic acid groups are known to influence the
degree of ion aggregation, it is necessary to study completely neut-
ralized anhydrous copolymers to observe ordered clusters. In this
mechanical -vibrational spectroscopy experiment, we found it most
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Figure 46. Dichroic ratio of the 1700 cm" 1 acid vibration for a
0.2%/second ramp and hold experiment at 36°C.
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informative to elongate the sample at 1.5% increments. At each strain
value, infrared spectra of both polarizations were obtained.
Experiments were performed on samples both at ambient temperature and
at the ionic softening temperature of 50°C (measured by the rheovibron
techniques discussed in Chapter IV). The strain-time driving function
for this experiment is shown in Figure 47. The dichroic ratios
obtained for several vibrations from this experiment carried out
at 50°C are shown in Figure 48. The change in dichroic ratio as a
function of strain for the two asymmetric carboxylate ion vibrations
( 1543 and 1568 cirri) j s interesting. Up to 60% strain their responses
are identical. Beyond 60% strain, the dichroic ratio of low frequency
vibration (1543 cm"*) levels off, while the high frequency vibration
shows a loss of orientation. The CH2 rocking vibration (crystal 1 inity
in this sample is of the order of 10%) appears as a singlet centered
at 723 cm" 1 . The usual 720-730 cm" 1 crystalline field splitting was
not observed. The non-uniform nature of the rocking vibration
dichroic ratio (Figure 48) is interesting. Figure 49 shows the
dichroic ratios obtained from an identical experiment as above but at
ambient temperature. The 100% sodium EMA sample at ambient tem-
perature broke at 45% strain. However, at 50°C the strain at break is
135%. This observation is consistent with the "softening" effect when
the measurement temperature is above the ionic relaxation temperature.
The magnitude of the dichroic ratios for the experiment performed
at ambient temperature compared to those from the 50°C experiment are
162
Figure 47. Strain-time history for the tests on the 100% sodium
EMA polymer.
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Figure 48. Dichroic ratio versus strain for several vibrati
in the 100% sodium EMA polymer at 52°C.
Figure 48.
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Figure 49. Dichroic ratios versus strain for several vibrations
in the 100% sodium EMA polymer (measurement temperature 22°C).
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similar at the same strain value. The fact that both the hydrocarbon
and ionic phases show appreciable orientation, both above and below
the ionic softening temperature, has been observed previously by
Uemura (73). From this observation they suggested that the hydro-
carbon and ionic domains behave as if they were mechanically in
parallel to each other. The homogeneous model, which implies that the
two phases are in series with each other, does not apply to this
system.
Figure 50 shows the asymmetric carboxylate ion stretching
region for the sodium ionomer at ambient temperature and at 52°C.
The increase in relative intensity of the 1568 cnr 1 vibration compared
to the 1543 cm-1 vibration with temperature has been reported in the
literature (74,77). Painter showed the increase in this component at
high temperature is really due to the appearance of an overlapping
band at 1551 cm-1 (77). This band is assigned to a multiplet
structure. This assignment is based on the fact that multiplets are
favored at high temperatures at which the elastic force (from rubber
elasticity theory this elastic force is proportional to temperature)
overcomes the electrostatic attractions which have a weak temperature
dependence between ionic groups (81). The orientation of the
1551 cnr 1 vibration in our deformation experiments (Figures 48 and 49)
was analyzed with the techniques discussed in Chapter III. The factor
analysis technique showed that there are two linearly independent com-
ponents present in this region. To deconvolute the two components,
the ratio method technique was applied. The ratio of the asymmetric
169
Figure 50. Infrared spectra of the 1550 cm"l region for the 100%
sodium EMA sample measured at 22°C and 52°C.
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stretching region of a sample at 50% strain to that at 5% strain from
the 52°C experiment is shown in Figure 51. This figure shows clearly
the existence of the third band at about 1553 cm* 1 . The resulting
deconvoluted spectra from the ratio method also contains this 1553
cm-1 component as shown in Figure 52. Analysis on this 1553 cm' 1
component showed no consistent orientational behavior with strain at
either temperature. The deformation behavior of this vibration is
inconsistent with the expected results of a multiplet homogeneously
dispersed in the hydrocarbon phase, as discussed above. Andreeva et
al. assigned the 1568 cm-1 vibration to ionic clusters and the 1543
cm-1 vibration to multiplets (74). He explained the temperature
dependence of the relative intensities of the 1568 crrr 1/1543
cm-1 doublet (Figure 50) is due to the superposition of different
spectra associated with various ionic multiplets. This superposition
of multiple bands may have been the cause of the irregular orientation
found for the 1553 cm~l band.
From our deformation experiment, it is clear that the multiplets
reach a constant level of orientation at about 90% strain. This
suggests that the multiplets may have reached their limit of
orientation. They can not deform further without the destruction of
the multiplet structure, which is unlikely. A deformation mechanism
available for the system is the disruption of the larger ionic
aggregate, i.e. the clusters, which could result in stable ionic
domains or multiplets. The decrease in orientation beyond 90% strain
observed for the 1568 cm-1 vibration (Figure 48) could be a result of
172
Figure 51. Ratio curve obtained from ratio method analysis
of the asymmetric stretching region.
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Figure 52. Ratio method deconvol uted spectra for the asymmet
stretching region (a) spectrum 1 (b) spectrum 2.
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disruption. Changes in the cluster aggregation would force the
remaining multiplets in the cluster to adjust to a new equilibrium,
hence possibly decreasing their overall orientation. If the
electrostatic binding force of the cluster is slightly greater than
the elastic force, then the amorphous tie chains would have to deform
until the elastic force acting upon it is sufficient to overcome the
electrostatic force. This could result in a cyclic orientation pat-
tern found for the amorphous hydrocarbon chains when they deform in
the draw direction due to the elastic force and then relax when the
cluster is disrupted.
V.6 Conclusions
A combination of infrared and dynamic mechanical -vibrational
spectroscopic experiments provides a valuable tool for obtaining
information to interpret the macroscopic structure of polymeric
materials. Thermal infrared studies show that water and carboxylic
acid affect the ionic domains greatly, especially in the sodium
ionomer. The infrared studies at various temperatures suggest the
existence of several ordered ionic structures in zinc ionomers.
Dynamic infrared mechanical studies have been used to obtain infor-
mation about the microstructural response of various molecular subu-
nits such as crystalline, amorphous, and hydrogen bonded structures.
Relative orientation mesurements of the hydrocarbon and ionic
phases for a 100% neutralized sodium ethylene-methacryl ic acid ionomer
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suggest that the hydrocarbon and ionic regions behave as if they were
mechanically connected in parallel.
Attempts were made to isolate and analyze the vibration assigned
to multiplets which are more stable at higher temperatures. We did
not find one single component, instead finding a superposition of
several bands, possibly due to the many different types of multiplets
that can exi st.
A mechanism for cluster disruption based on the balance of
electrostatic and elastic forces in the ionomer was suggested to
account for the non-uniform orientation behavior of the rocking vibra-
tion in a 100% neutralized sodium ethylene-methacrylic ionomer
deformed above the ionic domain softening temperature.
CHAPTER VI
DEFORMATION STUDIES OF
POLYSTYRENE/POLY( VINYL METHYL ETHER) BLENDS
VI
. 1 Introduction
The concept of physical and chemical combinations of structurally
dissimilar polymers is of commercial and academic interest since it
offers a convenient route for the modification of properties to meet
specific end uses. By varying components and blending conditions one
can vary the flexibility, tensile and impact strength, chemical
resistance, weatherabi 1 ity
,
flammability resistance, and various other
properties. The number of polymer blends that have been prepared and
studied, both miscible and immiscible, is large (84).
The mechanical properties of polymer blends are complicated. For
ideal polymer mixtures, the property function of mixtures is postulated
to be a linear combination of the properties of the pure components.
In fact, actual properties are dependent upon the mechanisms of defor-
mation available to their microstructure which in turn are related to
the structure of individual components, their composition, degree of
compatibility, molecular orientation, and possible existence of
superstructures. Therefore, experiments measuring the response of the
details of the microstructures in polymer blends to an applied stress
or strain are important in the development of useful phenomenological
179
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models for deformation. We have developed and applied a combination
of mechanical-vibrational spectroscopy to follow structural changes in
polymers, including heterophase systems such as polymer blends. This
technique's aim is not only to obtain numerical values of stress or
strain but also to correlate changes in segmental conformation or
orientation as a function of experimental parameters such as
temperature, degree of phase separation, composition, deformation
rate, and molecular weight when samples are deformed macroscopical ly
.
The segmental orientation function for the components of a blend
should behave quite differently depending on morphology. For example,
in polyethylene/polypropylene blends, depending on relative
concentration, the majority component always forms a continuous phase
while the minor component forms the dispersed phase (85). In that case
when the blend is elongated, only the continuous phase is predomi-
nantly stretched and oriented, while the other component forming the
dispersed phase achieved a much lower orientation.
If the blends are completely uniform at the microscopic level,
Cooper suggested that similar orientation behavior should be observed
for both components (86). In their studies of poly(e-caprolactone)
(PCL)/poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) blends, the orientations of both
components were indeed found to be similar. However, in subsequent
studies of PS/poly(2,6-dimethyl phenylene oxide) (PPO) (87) and
polystyrene/poly(vinyl methyl ether) blends (88), the orientation of
the two components differ substantially. Unlike the actual rubber
networks, these differences have been attributed to the relaxation
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process of the individual components. These thermoplastic elastomers
do not have permanent junctions. In the first order approximation,
transient effects associated with relaxation must be explained by a
network whose junctions continually form and break with time into the
deformation cycle. An earlier theory in this area to explain stress
relaxation, due to Green and Tobolsky (89), was extended by Lodge (90)
to describe the optical anisotropy of a deforming network allowing the
existence of many stress relaxation periods. The application of this
type of theory to relate the macroscopic behavior (stress-strain) and
microstructural changes of thermoplastic blends should then incor-
porate the relative degree of chain mobility which in turn will be
dependent on temperature, molecular weight, and strain rate.
In our laboratory we have given particular attention to the
binary mixture of poly( styrene) (PS) and polyvinyl methyl ether)
(PVME). This system is interesting since the phase equilibria are
well established thereby providing well defined procedures to prepare
different samples by varying molecular weight and solvent used in
casting films (21-23,91,92). Furthermore, since this polymer pair
possesses a lower critical solution temperature (LCST), samples
possessing different degrees of compatibility can also be prepared by
varying thermal history.
Our past spectroscopic studies of PS/PVME blends have identified
vibrational bands, such as the COC stretching at 1300 cm- 1 (PVME) or
the 700 cm-"1 (PS) CH out-of-plane bending, which are characteristic of
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the equilibrium structure; and have used their frequency changes to
follow the dynamics of the phase separation behavior (93). In addi-
tion to these bands, there are others with well defined transition
moments with respect to the chain axis. Therefore our combined
technqiue involving a mechanical stretcher and a polarized spectra
obtained with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) offers
the advantage that deformation induced changes in orientation and con-
formation can be measured along with macroscopic properties of stress
and strain. At present, there are only a few theories available to
quantitatively analyze our data relating changes in the microstruc-
tures to macroscopic properties. Since all the experiments are
carried out above the glass transition temperature, T
g ,
an analysis
using rubber-like network theory seemed to be appropriate. However,
one should emphasize that, in our case, the "junctions" arising from
chain entanglements are temporary, therefore molecular weight of the
sample, strain rate, and the temperature of measurement must be
considered. Our experimental results and their analysis to follow the
deformation behavior of variously prepared PS/PVME blends are reported
in this section.
VI .2 Experimental
Atactic polystyrene and poly(vinyl methyl ether) used in this
study were obtained from commercial sources. PS fractions
(polydispersity 1.06-1.10) of molecular weight ranging from 35,000 to
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233,000 were obtained from Polysciences
. PVME was obtained from
Scientific Polymer Products, Inc. Its molecular weight (Mw=99,000 and
Mn=46,000) was determined by gel permeation chromotography in our
laboratory. Solvents of spectral grade were obtained from commercial
sources and used without further purification.
Thin films of PS/PVME binary mixtures were prepared from solu-
tions ranging from 3 to 5% by weight by casting onto clean glass
plates. If unstated, all our measurements are taken with PS of
molecular weight of 233,000. As shown in our previous studies (93),
compatible films were obtained from toluene solutions. Incompatible
ones were cast from chloroform or tri-chl oroethyel ne. The solvents
were completely removed by drying in vacuum ovens at 70°C for at least
72 hours. The films were then removed for further studies.
Since we are interested in the dynamic changes of the vibrational
spectra, the number of scans signal averaged depended on the time
resolution required. Each scan of 2 crn-1 resolution takes approxima-
tely 700 msec. Usually the number of scans coadded ranged from 32 to
200. All the collected spectra, together with stress or strain
values, are stored on a magnetic disk system. Entire or partial
spectra can then be accessed for further analysis.
In all our studies we programmed our deformation experiments to
be carried out at constant strain rate. A special cover for the
stretcher was built so the deformation experiments can be carried out
at temperatures ranging from 0°C to 120°C. This option proved to be a
valuable addition since we found the temperature of measurement rela-
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tive to the glass transition temperature is an important parameter
dictating the degree of the orientation achievable.
VI. 3 Rubber-Like Network Approximation
If the polymer being studied is a crossl inked rubber network, one
can use a combination of infrared and network analysis to obtain
information about the number of Kuhn equivalent segments between
crosslinks. For a rubber network the true stress (ratio of load to
deformed cross-sectional area), ay, can be expressed as follows (94):
ay = C(\2 - l/x) (23)
where C is a constant related to temperature, sample volume, and
crosslink density of the material. Furthermore, with a rubber net-
work, Stein (8), and Roe and Krigbaum (95) derived an expression
relating f and the draw ratio:
f s ^ (a2 - l/x) + higher order terms (24)
where N is the number of Kuhn equivalent segments between crosslinks.
An amorphous polymer of molecular weight greater than its criti-
cal molecular weight for entanglement formation above its glass tran-
sition temperature can be viewed as a rubber network. In this rubber-
like network approximation, chain entanglements are considered the
crosslinks. As an amorphous polymer is deformed the entanglements or
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junctions are continuously dissipating and reforming in order to mini-
mize the stress acting on the junction points. Thus, unlike the true
rubber network case where the modulus (in Equation 23) and N
(equation 24) are time independent, in the rubber-like network
approximation both the modulus and N vary with time as entanglement
relaxation progesses. Also, unlike the true network, as the tem-
perature is raised the amorphous network's modulus drops as the energy
required for the entanglement relaxation process is lessened. This
rubber-like network approximation has been used to analyze the struc-
tural changes of homogeneous polymeric solids such as atactic
polystyrene (96) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (97).
VI. 4 Results and Discussion
The infrared spectrum obtained for a 50/50 PS/PVME blend is shown
in Figure 53. In our earlier studies we gave particular attention to
the intense CH out of plane vibration near the 700 cm" 1 region.
Following Samuels' (7) method, and from the previously determined
values for the 1028 and 2850 cm" 1 PS bands (98), we were able to
determine the transition moment directions of the 700 cm-1 band to be
28° from the chain axis. The vibrational spectrum for PVME is not
well understood, therefore we have used its CH stretching vibration at
2819 cm" 1 to calculate its orientation.
As mentioned previously, the phase equilibria of this particular
binary mixture is well understood (21-23,91,92). It has been shown
186
Figure 53. Infrared spectrum of a 50/50 PS/PVME blend.
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that solvent, molecular weight, composition, and temperature can all
affect the compatibility of these polymers. In previous studies we
have characterized specific interactions in PS/PVME blends (93). In
this study we particularly are interested in the relative orien-
tational behavior of the two components in compatible or incompatible
samples. The stress-strain curves of 50/50 mixtures are shown in
Figure 54. The compatible sample is cast from toluene solution. The
incompatible one is obtained by keeping this film above the LCST at
140°C for 2 minutes, then quenched in a liquid nitrogen bath. As can
be seen from Figure 54, the modulus is higher for the compatible
sample (higher stress at the same strain) than the incompatible one.
Although it has been suggested that the better mechanical property of
compatible blends may arise from negative excess volume of mixing and
entropy (99), we feel it is difficult to directly compare the mechani-
cal properties of compatible versus incompatible samples. In the
latter case, the overall mechanical properties are really determined
by sample morphology. In an extreme case when macrophase separation
occurs, the incompatible blend may show very poor mechanical proper-
ties due to the existence of large domains which have poor interfacial
bonding.
Considerable differences in the segmental orientation were also
observed for the two samples. The dichroic ratios measured for the
700 cm-1 ps band is shown in Figure 55. The orientation achievable
for the same draw ratio is definitely higher in the compatible sample
than in the incompatible one, indicating a more efficient transfer of
189
Figure 54. Stress-strain behavior of 50/50 PS/PVME compatible
and incompatible blends.
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higure 55. Dichroic ratio versis draw ratio for the 700
polystyrene vibration in compatible and incompatible blends.
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the macroscopic stress to the molecular level in the first case.
Similar behavior has been observed in polyethylene/polypropylene
blends (85). Depending on relative concentration, the majority com-
ponent always form a continuous phase while the minor component forms
the dispersed phase. In that case when the blend is elongated, only
the continuous phase is predominantly stretched and oriented, while
the other component forming the dispersed phase achieved a much lower
orientation. Therefore, both the higher modulus and chain orientation
measured for the compatible sample versus the incompatible one would
suggest a more extensive interconnect! vity of chains in the first
case.
If the blends are completely uniform at the microscopic level,
Cooper suggested that similar orientation behavior should be observed
for both components (85). In fact, the orientation achievable for PS
in compatible PS/PVME blends is usually in the 0.1-0.27 range at a
draw ratio of 4. Orientation of PVME measured under similar con-
ditions is one order of magnitude lower. However, even at a strain
rate of 6.0%/min, it was particularly difficult to capture and compare
the orientational behavior of PVME in incompatible blends. Cooper and
his coworkers studied the segmental orientation in poly(e-caprolac-
tone) (PCL)/poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) (86). In those cases, the
orientation of both components are similar. It was suggested the
identical orientation function measured for the two components is one
of the criteria to determine compatibility at the molecular level
(86). In a subsequent study of PS and poly(2,6-dimethyl phenylene
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oxide) (PPO) blends, Lefebvre and his coworkers have demonstrated that
the orientation of the two components may differ substantially (87),
as we found for the PS/PVME blends. However, in our case, the dif-
ference in orientation of the two components is strain rate dependent,
suggesting the existence of different relaxation rates. This fact
should be incorporated in the modeling to relate our macroscopic and
microscopic measurements.
From the comparison of compatible and incompatible blends and the
results of the earlier PE/IPP blend studies, consideration of the
degree of chain entanglements should form the basis of any quan-
titative analysis to understand the deformation behavior of polymer
blends. The glass transition temperature, T
g
of PS and PVME were
found to be at 102°C and -28°C, respectively. T
g
of compatible blends
can be calculated from the Fox equation and is found between these two
extremes. In the 50/50 mixture, the Tg measured was 12°C, just below
the temperature of the deformation experiment. Therefore, at ambient
temperature, the blend samples should behave as a rubbery material and
can be analyzed as such in order to relate the macroscopic deformation
behavior to the segmental orientation measured.
As the temperature at which a material is deformed is raised
above the glass transition temperature. One expects that the energy
required for the dissipation and reformation of network junctions will
be lessened. Hence, the entanglements resulting in the modulus and
the induced orienation of the chains in the matrix will be allowed to
relax into an unstrained (i.e. unoriented amorphous state) much more
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quickly. This is opposed to a true rubbery material with fixed
crosslinks where an increase in temperature at constant strain will
increase the modulus due to an increase in the entropic retractive
force but the overall orientation will be unaffected. However, in
this approximation when entanglements are taken to be crosslinks, we
would expect a strong dependence on temperature, particularly in the
difference between the measurement temperature and T
g
. In the case of
the 55/45 PS/PVME blend, the modulus does decrease with temperature
above T
g
as shown in Figure 56. From a comparison of the slopes of
the curves, one can see that the crosslink density or modulus has
dropped about 28% with an increase of 20°C above the T
g
of the sample.
The orientation function calculated from the dichroism of the 700 cm-1
polystyrene CH out of plane deformations as a function of tem-
perature and strain shown in Figure 57 exhibit equivalent behavior to
the modulus measurements. From the data shown in Figure 58 one finds
that as the temperature of deformation is raised from 20°C to 30°C
to 40°C the number of segments between entanglements increases from 11
to 16 to 38 respectively. These numbers are sufficiently large, which
implies the network approximation is applicable at higher temperatures
relative to Tg, as one would expect.
As in most polymeric solids time-ternperature superposition should
hold when deforming these blends. So a higher strain rate is equiva-
lent to an experiment carried out at a lower deformation temperature.
As shown previously, both macroscopic properties and chain orienation
were very sensitive to changes in strain rate. The slopes of oj vs
196
Figure 56. True stress measured for 55/45 PS/PVME blends as
a function of temperature.
Figure 56.
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Figure 57. Orientation function versus temperature at a draw
ratio of 3, strained at 6%/minute.
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Figure 58. Dichroic ratios of the 700 cm" 1 PS vibration for a
55/45 PS/PVME compatible blend at several temperatures.
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- 1/A, calculated from the data shown in Figure 59, decreased by
33% when the strain rate is decreased by 67%. The orientation func-
tion for the 700 cm' 1 vibration (Figure 60) showed an increase in the
number of segments between entanglements from 23 to 35 when the strain
rate is decreased by 67%.
The orientation function for the PVME component was calculated
from the dichroism of the 2819 cm" 1 CH stretching vibration. This is
shown in Figure 61. The orientations achieved were considerably
lower than the values found for the polystyrene components. For slow
strain rate (2%/min) no polarization was measured. Appreciable orien-
tation was observed only at a high strain rate of 6%/min (F=0.081).
From similar analyses shown previously, the Kuhn equivalent segments
would be 65 as compared to 23 for the PS components. It should be
noted due to the low orientation, the data used in this case were very
scattered and should only be used for comparison purposes. However,
our analysis does demonstrate that there are many more segments of the
PVME than the PS, indicating a low entanglement density for the PVME
and hence an "easier" route to the equilibrium. This result would
then suggest, at least in the 50/50 blends, that the modulus depends
on the stiffer PS rather than the practically undeformed PVME.
It should be noted that in our experiment the maximum PS orien-
tation in a 55/45 PS/PVME blend is approximately 0.27 for a sample
drawn to a draw ratio of 4 at 6%/minute. In this case, the difference
between temperature of measurement and Tg of the sample is approxima-
tely 2°. Surprisingly, this degree of orientation is much higher than
203
Figure 59. Stress-strain behavior for 50/50 PS/PVME blends at
different strain rates.
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Figure 60. Orientation function measured for PS in 50/50 PS/PVME
blends as a function of strain rate; () strain rate 6%/min; (o) strain
rate: 2%/min.
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Figure 61. Orientation function measured for PVME in PS/PVMF
compatible blends.
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observed previously for atactic polystyrene (96,98). However, in those
studies, PS samples were drawn to a draw ratio of 4 at the same draw
rate and at approximately 10°C above its T
g ;
but then the samples were
allowed to cool to room temperature rapidly before the polarized spectra
were taken. Apparently during the cooling period, much of the orien-
tation induced by drawing was lost due to relaxation. This fact should
be considered when describing the strain rate dependence of molecular
orientation during deformation by a constitutive equation (96).
The deformation response of 50/50 PS/PVME blends containing
polystyrene of molecular weights ranging from 35,000 to 233,000 were
also compared. We tried unsuccessfully to deform samples containing
PS of molecular weight 17,000. The film forming property of that
sample was poor. The modulus and orientation function calculated for
two strain rates are shown in Figures 62 and 63, respectively. As
can be seen from the Figures, both the macroscopic and microscopic
values calculated do not show significant differences. Only the
sample containing PS of molecular weight 35,000 exhibited signifi-
cantly lower orientation. This may be attributed to the fact that PS
of molecular weight 35,000 is just above the critical molecular weight
(32,000) for the formation of entanglement networks (100). Thus what
is being observed is due to the onset and then the asymptotic approach
of the polystyrene chains to the infinite molecular weight relaxation
modulus.
210
Figure 62. True stress measured for 50/50 PS/PVME blends as a
function of molecular weight; (o) strain rate of 6%/min; () strain
rate of 2%/rnin.
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Figure 63. Orientation function of PS in 50/50 PS/PVME blends as
a function of molecular weight; (•) strain rate of 6%/min, () strain
rate of 2%/min.
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Figure 63.
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VI. 5 Conclusions
The deformation behavior of compatible and incompatible PS/PVME
blends at the macroscopic and microscopic levels exhibit strong depen-
dence as a function of molecular weight, strain rate, and temperature
of measurement, particularly relative to Tg. In this Chapter we have
demonstrated the utility of carrying out this type of deformation
experiment with a combination of mechanical and vibrational
spectroscopy. Although the measured values obtained are consistent
with our intuition, a quantitative constitutive equation relating the
microscopic and macroscopic behavior has yet to be developed.
However, in this study we have demonstrated that a time dependent net-
work can serve as a basis for such a model of deformation.
CHAPTER VII
GENERAL RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we have demonstrated the utility of using a com-
bination of mechanical-vibrational spectroscopy to study polymer
inicrostructures and their changes.
The development of a mechanical tester interfaced to a commercial
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer was described in Chapter II.
This tester, designed to perform a wide variety of rheo-optical
tests, is capable of performing fast reproducible deformation func-
tions over a wide range of frequency, deformation amplitude, and
temperature. Response characteristics such as these are vital for
mechanical-vibrational spectroscopic studies of polymers.
Several deconvolution techniques for analyzing complex infrared
spectral changes are described in Chapter III. These techniques
assume the collection of complex spectra as being a linear combination
of discrete components. Numerical algorithms have been developed to
separate these components. In addition, the application of these
techniques to the study of microstructural defects in several examples
including the solid solutions of binary polyethylene mixtures was
di scussed.
One of the most significant results of this thesis is the deve-
lopment and application of several modifications of time resolved
spectroscopy (TRS) to study polymer deformation. The principles,
215
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uniqueness, and limitations of each were discussed in Chapter IV.
Initial TRS studies on ethylene-methacryl ic acid copolymers and its
salts were presented. In TRS studies on polyethylene, our results are
consistent with the ones previously obtained with other rheo-optical
techniques.
The technique of mechanical
-vibrational spectroscopy was shown to
be useful in relating the microstructural changes to macroscopic prop-
erties in other heterophase polymeric systems. The results from the
infrared-mechanical technique in studying the microstructural response
of the various phases present in an ethylene-methacryl ic acid (EMA)
copolymer and its salts was described in Chapter V. We found the rel-
ative orientations of various chemical groups to differ significantly
at the yield point. In mechanical studies on the 100% neutralized
sodium salt of EMA, the infrared and orientational measurements suggest
that the homogeneous model of ionomer microstructure does not apply to
this system.
In Chapter VI, polymer blends of poly(styrene) (PS) and polyvinyl
methyl ether) (PVME) were analyzed by our infrared-mechanical
technique. Analysis of the deformation behavior of compatible and
incompatible blends of this system showed its orientational responses
to be strong functions of composition, strain rate, molecular weight
(of PS) and measurement temperature, particularly relative to the
Tg of the blend. Much of the analysis was based on the use of a time
dependent rubber-like network approximation demonstrating that this
217
approach can serve as a basis for the development of useful phenomeno-
logical models.
We feel we have a sound basis to carry out further studies to
follow and characterize structural changes in polymers when samples
are deformed macroscopical ly . However, we would like to improve our
time resolved technique to obtain kinetic data of even higher quality.
This proposed experiment is shown schematically in Figure 64. With
the addition of a photoelastic modulator and a lock-in amplifier we
can measure spectral differences directly and enhance the real signal.
Recently there has been some interest in developing high frequency
phase resolution spectroscopy using a Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (101,102). The original motivation in those experiments
was to develop a type of spectroscopy to measure a very small
spectroscopic signal among "real" noise. This is particularly useful
where periodic events (such as deformation, change of polarization,
etc.) are being analyzed. The spectrometer will only measure when
external events are on, thus strongly discriminating against the
noise. We want to incorporate such a scheme in our time resolved
studies.
The problem with our present technique is that two separate
infrared measurements are needed for two orientations of the infrared
polarizer, one parallel and the other perpendicular to the sample
deformation- di rection. Although this is possible and we have obtained
interesting data, a great increase in precision would be possible if
one could rapidly change back and forth between the two polarization
218
Figure 64. Proposed modifications to the time resolved
spectroscopic experiment.
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modes. By suitable electronics, one could directly determine the dif-
ference between absorbance under these two conditions, which would be
very much more precise than the methods which we are now using, in
which we have to obtain a ratio of two large quantities which are not
very different from each other.
With modern instrumental developments, a new approach becomes
possible which should very much improve our precision. This involves
electrically modulating the polarization by inserting a piezo-electric
crystal in the infrared beam. Such an infrared radiation-transmitting
crystal would develop a birefringence which is dependent upon the
applied electrical field and could rotate the plane of polarization of
the infrared beam upon command of an electrical signal provided by our
computer. Consequently, we could modulate polarization of our
infrared radiation and in this way directly obtain dynamic dichroism
with very much greater precision. This new modification together with
the lock-in amplifier to "lock-in" the signal would lead to dramatic
improvements in the quality of the time resolved data.
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APPENDIX A
Program to Access Load and Strain Values
The measurement of length and load values for a mechanical-
spectroscopy experiment are accessed using modifications of the
existing system software. This computer program patch first opens the
analog switch gate for the LVDT signal and then initiates the A/D con-
version (trigger Al). The same procedure is carried out for the
amplifed load cell signal (A2). These values are then converted to
floating point numbers (rather than integers) for storage in the file
status block of the corresponding infrared file. The parameters TBB
and DBB are the digital values of the LVDT and the load cell,
respectively. This modification is inserted in the rapid scan system
software just after the scan measurement time is obtained in the
program. The actual algorithm is listed below.
A/D Read Store Subroutine
/SUBROUTINE FOR STRESS AND STRAIN
STRESS, 0 /MEASURE STRESS AND STRAIN
MEMA FSTPNT /FSB STARTING ADDRESS
APMA (44 /TBB LOC IN FSB
ACCM ATBB
MEMA FSTPNT
APMA (46 /DBB LOC IN FSB
ACCM ADBB
MEMA BT1915
622301 /RESET AND OPEN Al
MEMA BIT15
622301 /TRIGGER Al
JMS WT
228
229
602301 /READ
RISH 4
RISH 4
ACCM @ATBB
MEMA BT1916
622301
MEMA BT16
622301
JMS WT
602301
RISH
RISH
ACCM
MEMA
JMS
AXXM
ACCM
MMOM
MEMA
JMS
AXXM
ACCM
MMOM
JMP
FLTSTR, 0
TACAX
JPZ
ZERA
NORSH
RDSC
MMAA (23
LASH 10.
JMP @FLTSTR
WT, 0
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
JMP @WT
BT1915, 2100000
BIT15, 100000
BT1916, 2200000
BT16, 200000
/RESET AND OPEN A2
/TRIGGER A2
/READ
/MAKE FLOATING POINT
4
4
@ADBB
@ATBB
FLTSTR
"ATBB
@ATBB
ATBB
@ADBB
FLTSTR
"ADBB
@ADBB
ADBB
(BSTRESS
/IFLOAT WITHOUT F.P. PROCESSOR
#+5
/FOR BOTH VARIABLES
/WAIT LOOP AT LEAST 25 MICROSECONDS
APPENDIX B
Factor Analysis
As discussed in Chapter III, we used a set of four criteria to
determine the number of linearly independent components in a collec-
tion of data sets. The Basic program to carry out this analysis is
listed below. The program can be divided into five parts. They are:
1) Input and initialize data sets (statements 100-1000).
2) Calculation of the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of
the B matrix by the dominant eigenvalue method (statements
1000-1950).
3) The generation of the Bl matrix and its comparison to the
original B matrix are carried out in the section between
statements 1960-2120.
4) The square root of the variance and the residual standard
deviation are calculated in statements 2170-2260 and 2270-2420,
respectively.
5) The remainder of the program is associated with the listing
and plotting of various calculated results.
100 DIM A$(1),F(175),Y(8,700),Y1(8191),B(9,9),R(10),P(10),S(10)
105 DIM V(10)
110 DIM U$(3),A1$(3),A2$(1),A3$(1),T(10),B1(9,9),B2(9,9),B3(9,9)
120 DIM B5(9,9)
130 PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF SPECTRA -1, RETURN"
140 INPUT M [NUMBER OF FILES THIS CASE <=6
150 LET S5=0
230
231
160 LET I7=M+1
170 FOR 1=0 TO 17 [READ FILE LOOP
180 LET C=I+4
190 LET B4=0
200 IF S5<>1 THEN 230
210 RESET #C
220 GO TO 330
230 IF I<>17 THEN 300
240 PRINT "INPUT 100% ABS FILE 5 LETTERS AT A TIME"
250 PRINT "MUST BE THE SAME NDP AS ABS FILES"
260 INPUT A$(0)
270 INPUT A$(l)
280 GO TO 320
290 PRINT "INPUT THE FIRST FIVE LETTERS OF FILE NAME"
300 PRINT "RETURN, THEN THE REST, RETURN"
310 INPUT A$(0),A$(1)
320 CALL BDEFINE(C,A$) [DEFINE UNIT C =NAME
330 CALL FREAD(C,F,352) [READ FILE STATUS BLOCK
340 IF I>0 THEN 380
350 PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS"
360 INPUT N
370 LET N4=N
380 CALL FREAD(C,Y1,N4)
390 LET D$="EXP"
400 IF I>0 THEN 430
410 LET E$="NDP"
420 LET G$="SSP" [DEFINE PARAMETERS WANT FROM STATUS BLOCK
430 CALL FILSTA(F,D$,D1)
440 IF I>0 THEN 480
450 CALL FILSTA(F,E$,E1)
460 CALL FILSTA(F,G$,G1) [GET VALUES OF PARAMETERS
470 CALL FAINT(N.l) [N(F.P.) TO INT
480 CALL IAFLT(Yl.N) [Yl(INT) TO F.P.
490 LET T(I)=2°(D1-19)
500 LET Z=15798/G1/E1 [CM-1 LASER FREQUENCY CONVERSION FACTOR
510 IF I>0 THEN 580
520 PRINT "INPUT FIRST CM-1 POINT RETURN"
530 PRINT "THEN LAST CM-1 POINT OF DESIRED REGION, RETURN"
540 INPUT II,
L
550 LET I 1=1 1/Z
560 LET L=L/Z
570 LET H= Il-L
580 LET K=0 [COUNTER TO PUT VALUES DESIRED IN ARRAY
590 FOR J=L TO II
600 LET Y(I,K)=Y1(J)*T(I) [CONVERT TO ABS
610 IF 1=17 THEN 640
620 IF Y(I,K)>0 THEN 640
630 LET Y(I,K)=0
640 IF K>0 THEN 670
232
650 LET S( I) =ABS( Y( I ,0)
)
660 GO TO 700
670 IF 1=17 THEN 700
680 IF Y(I,K)>S(I) THEN 700
690 LET S(I)=Y(I,K)
700 IF I<>17 THEN 730
710 IF ABS(Y(I,K))<S(I) THEN 730
720 LET S(I)=ABS(Y(I,K)) [MAXIMUM VALUE IN 100% SPECTRA FOR 1=17
730 LET K=K+1 [GO ON TO NEXT VALUE
740 NEXT J
750 IF IOI7 THEN 790
760 PRINT 11 "
770 PRINT "ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE MAX IN THE 100% CURVE=",S(I)
780 PRINT " 11
790 NEXT I
800 LET S3=0
810 FOR 1=0 TO M [A*A TRANSPOSE
820 FOR J=I TO M [ONLY NEED UPPER HALF SINCE SYMMETRIC
830 LET B(I,J)=0
840 LET B3(I,J)=0
850 FOR K=0 TO H
860 LET B(I,J)=B(I,J)+(Y(I,K)-S(I))*(Y(J,K)-S(J))/(M+1)
870 LET B3(I ,J)=B3(I ,J)+(Y(I ,K)°2+Y(J,K)°2)*Y(I7,K)°2
880 NEXT K
890 IF IOJ THEN 930
900 LET S3=S3+B(I,J) [TRACE OF B
910 REM I=J UNCERTAINTY FACT0R=4*A( I ,J)*UNCERT.( I ,J) SO TWICE ABOVE
SUM
920 LET B3(I,J)=2*B3(I,J)
930 LET B1(I,J)=B(I,J) [SAVE INITIAL COR. MATRIX
940 LET B1(J,I)=B1(I,J) [SYMMETRIC
950 LET B(J,I)=B(I,J)
960 LET B3(I,J)=SQR(B3(I,J)) [ABOVE SUM = (SIGMA)°2
970 LET B3(J,I)=B3(I ,J) [SYMMETRIC
980 NEXT J
990 NEXT I
1000 PRINT "B*B TRANSPOSE DONE"
1010 LET K=-l
1020 FOR 1=0 TO M [SET INITIAL EIGENVECTOR = FIRST COL VECTOR
1030 LET V(I)=B(I,1)
1040 NEXT I
1050 LET C3=-l [SET ITERATION COUNTER
1060 LET K4=0
1070 LET E2=E1
1080 LET C3=C3+1 [INCRIMENT ITERATION COUNTER
1090 IF C3<1001 THEN 1200 [IF ITERATI0NS<1000 THEN CONTINUE
1100 PRINT "TOO MANY ITERATIONS FOR EIGENVALUE" ,K+1
1110 PRINT "EIGEN VALUE CALCULATION STOPPED"
1120 PRINT "STOPPING EIGENVALUE*" , El
1130 PRINT "REMAINING EIGENVALUES SET = 1.0 E-6"
1140 LET K=K+1
1150 LET R(K)=E1
1160 FOR I=K+1 TO M
1170 LET R(I)=1.0E-6
1180 NEXT I
1190 GO TO 2290
1200 FOR 1=0 TO M [MATRIX * VECTOR ARRAY
1210 LET S1=0 [ SUMMING VARIABLE
1220 FOR J=0 TO M
1230 LET S1=S1+V(J)*B(I,J)
1240 NEXT J
1250 LET Y1(I)=S1 [TEMPORARY STORAGE OF NEW EIGEN VECTOR
1260 IF K4=l THEN 1340 [ALREADY FOUND MAX COMPONENT
1270 IF I>0 THEN 1310
1280 LET S6=Y1(0) [SET INITIALLY MAX COMPONENT NUMBER TO 0
1290 LET K3=0
1300 GO TO 1340
1310 IF Y1(I)<S6 THEN 1340
1320 LET S6=Y1( I) [SET NEW MAX COMPONENT NUMBER
1330 LET K3=I
1340 NEXT I
1350 LET E1=Y1(K3) [SET EIGEN VALUE= TO MAX VECTOR COMPONENT
1360 LET K4=l
1370 FOR 1=0 TO M [SET AND NORMALIZE NEW EIGEN VECTOR
1380 LET V(I)=Y1(I)/E1
1390 NEXT I
1400 IF E1XJ.01 THEN 1430
1410 IF A6S(E2-E1)>0.0001*ABS(E1) THEN 1070
1420 GO TO 1440
1430 IF ABS(E2-E1)>0.0001 THEN 1070
1440 LET S1=0
1450 REM THIS SECTION SUBTRACTS OUT THE MATRIX FORMED BY THE
1460 REM CALCULATED EIGENVECTOR AND VALUE
1470 FOR 1=0 TO M
1480 LET S1=S1+V(I)°2 [VECTOR MULT. TO SCALAR
1490 NEXT I
1500 LET X=E1/S1 [CONST= EIGENVALUE/ VECTOR SQUARED
1510 LET K=K+1
1520 FOR 1=0 TO M [FORM VECTOR*VECTOR TO MATRIX
1530 FOR J=I TO M [SYMMETRIC SO ONLY DO UPPER TRIANGLE
1540 LET C=V(I)*V(J)*X
1550 LET B(I,J)=B(I,J)-C [SUBTRACT EIGEN MATRIX
1560 LET B(J,I)=B(I ,J) [SYMMETRIC
1570 NEXT J
1580 NEXT I
1590 LET R(K)=E1
1600 FOR 1=0 TO M [LOOP TO INITIALIZE FOR EIGENVECTOR CALC.
1610 FOR J=I TO M
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1620 LET B2(I,J)=B1(I,J)
1630 LET B2(J,I)=B2(I,J) [SYMMETRIC
1640 IF IOJ THEN 1660
\
63 ^ B2(I,J)=B1(I,J)-E1 [SUBTRACT THE EIGENVALUE FROM DIAGONAL1660 NEXT J
1670 NEXT I
1680 LET B4=0 [OPERATION ROW COUNTER
1690 FOR 1=0 TO M [ROW COUNTER
1700 IF I=B4 THEN 1740
1710 FOR J=(B4+1) TO M [COLUMN COUNTER
1720 LET B2(I,J)=B2(I,J)-B2(B4,J)*B2(I,B4)/B2(B4,B4)
1730 NEXT J
v '
1740 NEXT I
1750 IF B4=(M-1) THEN 1780
1760 LET B4=B4+1
1770 GO TO 1690
1780 FOR 1=0 TO (M-l)
1790 LET V(I)=-1*B2(I,M)/B2(I,I)
1800 NEXT I
1810 LET V(M)=1
1820 LET S1=0
1830 FOR 1=0 TO M [LOOP TO CALCULATE DOT PRODUCT TO NORMALIZE
1840 LET S1=S1+V(I)°2
1850 NEXT I
1860 LET S1=SQR(S1)
1870 PRINT K.El
1880 FOR 1=0 TO M
1890 LET V(I)=V(I)/S1 [NORMALIZE THE EIGENVECTOR
1900 PRINT V(I),
1910 LET B5(I,K)=V(I) [FORM EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
1920 NEXT I
1930 PRINT " "
1940 PRINT 11 "
1950 IF K<M THEN 1020 [IF LESS THAN MATRIX SIZE REDO
1960 LET K=-l
1970 LET K=K+1
1980 FOR 1=0 TO M
1990 FOR J=I TO M
2000 IF KOO THEN 2020
2010 LET B(I,J)=0
2020 LET B(I,J)=B(I,J)+R(K)*B5(I,K)*B5(J,K)
2030 NEXT J
2040 NEXT I
2050 LET 19=0.001
2060 FOR 1=0 TO M
2070 FOR J=I TO M
2080 IF ABS(B1(I,J)-B(I,J))>I9*BI(I,J) THEN 1970
2090 NEXT J
2100 NEXT I
235
2110 PRINT "THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS NEEDED TO RECONSTRUCT"
2120 PRINT "99.9% OF THE B MATRIX =",K+1
2130 PRINT " "
2140 PRINT " "
2150 LET K=-l
2160 LET K=K+1
2170 LET S(K)=0
2180 FOR 1=0 TO M
2190 FOR J=I TO M
2200 IF I=J THEN 2220
2210 LET S(K)=S(K)+(B5(I,K)*B5(J,K)*B3(I,J))°2
2220 LET S(K)=S(K)+(B5(I,K)*B5(J,K)*B3(I,J))°2
2230 NEXT J
2240 NEXT I
2250 LET S(K)=SQR(S(K))
2260 IF KOM THEN 2160
2270 PRINT "RESIDUAL STANDARD DEVIATION"
2280 PRINT "EIGENVALUE", "SIGN TR( B) -SUM" , "STD. DEV."
2290 LET S1=0
2300 FOR 1=0 TO M
2310 LET A$(1)="P0S"
2320 LET S1=S1+R(I) [SUM FIRST I EIGENVALUES
2330 LET C=S3-S1 [TR(B)-SUM EIGENVALUES
2340 IF ABS(C)>0. 000001 THEN 2370
2350 LET A$(1)="ZER0" [APPROX ZERO DIFFERENCE
2360 GO TO 2410
2370 IF C>0 THEN 2400
2380 LET C=-1*C
2390 LET A$(1)="NEG" [NEG DIFFERENCE
2400 LET C=SQR(C/(H-I))
2410 PRINT I+1,A$(1),C
2420 NEXT I
2430 PRINT " "
2440 PRINT "NUMBER" ."EIGENVALUE", "SQRT VARIENCE" , "L0G10 EIGENVALUE"
2450 FOR 1=0 TO M
2460 LET P(I)=I+1
2470 IF R(I)>0 THEN 2490
2480 LET R( I) =-l*R( I)
2490 LET V(I)=L0G(R(I))/2.3026
2500 PRINT P(I),R(I),S(I),V(I)
2510 NEXT I
2520 LET P(M+1)=0
2530 LET P(M+2)=1
2540 LET U$(0)="MIXTU"
2550 LET U$(1)="RE EI"
2560 LET U$(2)="GENVA"
2570 LET U$(3)="LUES "
2580 LET A1$(0)="L0G10"
2590 LET Al$(l)=" EIGE"
2600 LET A1$(2)="NVALU"
2610 LET A1$(3)="E
2620 LET A2$(0)="C0MP0"
2630 LET A2$(1)="NENT "
2640 PRINT "INPUT TITLE AND HEIGHT WANT PR INTED<9"
2650 INPUT A3$(0),A3$(1)
2660 INPUT C
2670 PRINT "WANT AXIS PRINTED? YES INPUT 0, NO 1"
2680 INPUT S4
2690 PRINT "INPUT LOG( E IGENVALUE) MI N. =WHOLE NUMBER"
2700 PRINT "GET THIS FROM ABOVE OUTPUT THEN INPUT THE"
2710 PRINT "CHANGE PER INCH (MAX-MIN)/9"
2720 INPUT 13,14
2730 LET V(M+1)=I3
2740 LET V(M+2)=I4
2750 CALL PLOTS
2760 IF S4=l THEN 2790 [JUST PLOT NO AXIS
2770 CALL FAXIS( 2,0.5, A2$, 10, M+l, 0,0, 1 , 1 , 1)
2780 CALL FAXIS( 2,0. 5, Al$, 20,9,90, V(M+1) , V(M+2) ,4, 2)
2790 CALL FDPL0T(2,0.5,-3) [MOVE PEN RESET ORGIN
2800 PRINT "INPUT SYMBOL KEY"
2810 INPUT K
2820 CALL FLINE(P,V,M+1,1,1,K)
2830 IF S4=l THEN 2850 [PRINT JUST NEW TITLE
2840 CALL FSYMB0L( 1,9, .25,U$,0,20)
2850 CALL FSYMB0L( 1 .5 ,C , .25, A3$,0, 10)
2860 CALL FDPL0T(-2,-0.5,-3) [GO BACK TO INITIAL PEN ZERO
2870 PRINT "RUN AGAIN?"
2880 PRINT "INPUT 0 IF NO AND 1 IF WANT TO DO NEW REGION"
2890 INPUT S5
2900 IF S5=l THEN 170
2910 END
APPENDIX C
Ratio Method
As discussed in Chapter III, the ratio method is a technique for
deconvoluting two discrete components forming a set of mixture
spectra. The computer program used to perform this is listed below.
Statements 100-420 read the absorbance data from the disk. The ratio
is calculated in statements 430-700. The maximum and minimum values
of the ratio spectra are also calculated in this section. The
deconvoluted spectra are calculated in statements 730-910. The
remainder of the program plots the input spectra, their ratios, and
the deconvoluted spectra.
100 DIM F( 175), Y1(8192),Y2( 1580), P( 1580), S( 1580), Sl( 1580), S2( 1580)
110 DIM T(1),A$(1),A2$(1),B$(2)
120 DIM Al$(l)
130 FOR 1=0 TO 1
131 LET C6=0
140 IF C6=0 THEN 147
141 LET C=C+1
142 GO TO 150
147 LET C=I+4
150 PRINT "INPUT THE FILE NAME FIVE LETTERS AT A TIME"
160 INPUT A$(0)
170 INPUT A$(l) [INPUT FILE NAME
180 CALL BDEFINE(C,A$) [DEFINE UNIT C =NAME
190 CALL FREAD(C,F,352) [READ FILE STATUS BLOCK
195 IF 1=1 THEN 220
200 PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS"
210 INPUT N4
215 LET N6=N4
220 CALL FREAD(C, Y1,N6)
230 LET D$="EXP"
240 LET E$="NDP"
250 LET G$="SSP" [DEFINE PARAMETERS WANT FROM STATUS BLOCK
237
238
260 CALL FILSTA(F,D$,D1)
270 CALL FILSTA(F,E$,E1)
280 CALL FILSTA(F,G$,G1) [GET VALUES OF PARAMETERS
285 IF 1=1 THEN 300
290 CALL FAINT(N4,1) [N(F.P.) TO INT
300 CALL IAFLT(Y1,N4) [Y(INT) TO F.P.
310 LET T(I)=2°(D1-19)
320 LET Z=15798/G1/E1 [CM-1 LASER FREQUENCY CONVERSION FACTOR
330 IF I>0 THEN 390
340 PRINT "INPUT THE FIRST CM-1 AND THE LAST CM-1 POINT OF THE"
350 PRINT "DESIRED REGION IE. 4000,400"
360 INPUT II,
L
370 LET 11=1 1/Z
380 LET L=L/Z
390 LET H= Il-L
400 LET Z1=0
410 LET K=0 [COUNTER TO PUT VALUES DESIRED IN ARRAY
420 FOR J=L TO II
430 IF 1=1 THEN 480
440 LET S1(K)=Y1(J)*T(I)-Z1
450 IF S1(K)>0 THEN 510
460 LET Sl(K)=lE-6
470 GO TO 510
480 LET S2(K)=Y1(J)*T(I)-Z1
490 IF S2(K)>0 THEN 510
500 LET S2(K)=lE-6
510 IF I>0 THEN 540
520 LET P(K)=J*Z [SET THE CM-1 VALUE CORRESPONDING TO ABS VALUE
530 GO TO 650
540 LET S(K)=S2(K)/S1(K)
550 IF K>0 THEN 590
560 LET N=S(K)
570 LET X=S(K) [SET INITIAL MAX AND MIN
580 GO TO 650
590 IF S(K)<X THEN
600 LET X=S(K)
610 LET C1=P(K)
620 IF S(K)>N THEN
630 LET N=S(K)
640 LET C2=P(K)
650 LET K=K+1
660 NEXT J
670 NEXT I
680 PRINT
690 PRINT
700 PRINT
710 PRINT
720 PRINT
730 LET N1=1/(X-N)
620 [COMPARE TO MAX
650 [COMPARE TO MIN
RATIO MAX=A1=",X,"AT",C1,"CM-1"
RATIO MI N=A2=" , N
,
"AT" , C2
,
"CM-1"
239
740 PRINT "1/(A1-A2)=",N1," A1/(A1-A2)=" ,X*N1
750 PRINT "A2/(A1-A2)=",N*N1
760 LET N2=1.8
770 LET X2=0
780 LET N3= 1.8
790 LET X3=0 [SET INITIAL VALUES FOR MAX AND MI N OF SPECTRUMS
800 FOR J=0 TO H
810 LET Y1(J)=N1*S2(J)-N*N1*S1(J)
820 LET Y2(J)=X*N1*S1(J)-N1*S2(J)
830 IF Y1(J)>N2 THEN 850
840 LET N2=Y1(J)
850 IF Y2(J)>N3 THEN 870
860 LET N3=Y2(J)
870 IF Y1(J)<X2 THEN 890
880 LET X2=Y1(J)
890 IF Y2(J)<X3 THEN 910
900 LET X3=Y2(J)
910 NEXT J
920 PRINT " "
930 PRINT "SPECTRUM 1 ABS MIN=",N2,"MAX =",X2
940 PRINT "SPECTRUM 2 ABS MIN=" ,N3, "MAX =",X3
950 PRINT " "
955 IF C6=l THEN 990
960 PRINT "INPUT THE STARTING CM-1 POINT, CHANGE CM-1 PER INCH, AND "
970 PRINT "THE X AXIS LENGTH MAX =9 IE 4000,-400,9"
980 INPUT C3,C4,C5
990 LET P(H+1)=C3
1000 LET P(H+2)=C4
1010 PRINT "WANT SPECTRA? NO INPUT 0 YES 1"
1020 INPUT C7
1040 LET S1(H+1)=0
1050 LET S2(H+1)=0
1060 LET Sl(H+2)=.2
1070 LET S2(H+2)=.2
1080 LET S(H+1)=0
1081 PRINT "INPUT RATIO SCALING FOR 10 INCH AXIS"
1082 INPUT N7
1090 LET S(H+2)=N7
1095 IF C7=0 THEN 1270
1100 PRINT " "
1110 PRINT " "
1120 PRINT "INPUT ABS MIN FOR PLOTTING SPECTRUM 1 , THE CHANGE PER INCH A
1130 PRINT "AND THE NUMBER OF INCHES IN THE Y AXIS MAX=10"
1140 INPUT 13,14,15
1150 LET Y1(H+1)=I3
1160 LET Y1(H+2)=I4
1170 PRINT "NOW DO THE SAME FOR SPECTRUM 2"
1180 INPUT 16,17,18
1190 LET Y2(H+1)=I6
1200 LET Y2(H+2)=I7
1220 LET E$="ABS"
1230 PRINT "INPUT FIRST MIXTURE NAME .RETURN, THEN SECOND"
1240 INPUT A1$(0),A1$(1)
1250 INPUT A2$(0) ,A2$(1)
1260 LET G$="ONE"
1270 CALL PLOTS
1271 LET D$="CM-1"
1280 CALL FDPLOT(0,0.5,-3)
1290 LET B$(0)="SPECT"
1300 LET B$(1)="RUM R"
1310 LET B$(2)="ATI0 "
1320 LET E$="RATIO"
1330 CALL FAXIS(0,0,D$,4,C5,0,C3,C4,4,4)
1340 CALL FAXIS(0,0,E$,5,10,90,0,N7,4,2)
1350 LET E$="ABS"
1360 CALL FLINE(P,S, H+l, 1,0,0)
1370 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9.5,.2,B$,0,15)
1380 CALL FDPL0T(8.5,0,-3)
1390 PRINT "WANT TO DO SECOND FILE? YES INPUT 1 NO 0"
1400 INPUT C6
1410 IF C6=0 THEN 1440
1420 LET 1=1
1430 GO TO 140
1440 IF C7=0 THEN 1790
1450 PRINT "WANT INDIV. SPECTRA? INPUT 1 NO 0"
1460 INPUT C8
1470 CALL PLOTS
1480 IF C8=0 THEN 1610
1490 CALL FDPL0T(0,0.5,-3)
1500 CALL FAXIS(0,0,D$,4,C5,0,C3,C4,4,4)
1510 CALL FAXIS(0,5,D$,4,C5,0,C3,C4,4,4)
1520 CALL FAXIS(0,0,E$,3,5,90,0,.2,4,2)
1530 CALL FAXIS(0,5,E$,3,5,90,0, .2,4,2)
1540 CALL FLINE(P, SI, H+l, 1,0,0)
1550 CALL FSYMB0L(1.5,4,.2,A1$,0,10)
1560 CALL FDPL0T(0,5,-3)
1570 CALL FLINE(P,S2, H+l, 1,0,0)
1580 CALL FSYMB0L(1.5,4, .2,A2$,0,10)
1590 CALL FDPL0T(8.5,-5,-3)
1600 CALL PLOTS
1610 CALL FDPL0T(0,0.5,-3)
1620 CALL FAXIS(0,0,D$,4,C5,0,C3,C4,4,4)
1630 CALL FAXIS(0,0,E$,3, 15,90, 13, 14,4,2)
1640 CALL FLINE(P,Y1, H+l, 1,0,0)
1650 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9.5,.2,A1$,0,10)
1660 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9.25, .2,A2$,0,10)
1670 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9,.2,G$,0,3)
1680 CALL FDPL0T(8. 5,0,-3)
1690 CALL PLOTS
1700 CALL FDPLOT(0, 0.5,-3)
1710 CALL FAXIS(0,0,D$, 4, 05,0,03,04,4,4)
1720 CALL FAXIS(0,0,E$,3, 18,90, 16, 17,4,2)
1730 CALL FLINE(P,Y2,H+1, 1,0,0)
1740 LET G$="TWO"
1750 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9.5,.2,A1$,0,10)
1760 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9.25,.2,A2$,0,10)
1770 CALL FSYMB0L(3,9,.2,G$,0,3)
1780 CALL FDPL0T(8.5,-.5,-3)
1790 END
APPENDIX D
Software Modification Used in the New Time
Resolved Spectroscopy Technique
An external count-up clock is the basis for obtaining an exact
phase relationship between the start of the interferogram and the
external event. In time resolved experiments, the clock value is
latched at the start of the scan (corresponding to the event time).
This value is contained in the lower 8 bits of the parallel input port
to the FTIR minicomputer. The modification used is very similar to
the program patch listed in Appendix A for obtaining the digital LVDT
and load cell values. However, in this case, after the entire 20 bit
word is read by the computer the lower 8 bits are isolated and their
value stored both in the file status block of the collected file (in
the "NSD" location) and in the computer memory at the NSD parameter
memory address (ACCM @ ALNSD). This memory address storage is read by
the statements (DFN=NSD, CAD) listed in the macro program in section
IV. 3 to assign the correct event time for the interferograms
collected. This modification is inserted in the system's data collec-
tion software after the infrared scan has been completed but before
the data file is closed (Nicolet DCL portion of the data collection
routine). The software modification is listed below.
APMA
ACCM
ONEA
LASH
KLASH
SHFTR
SHFTR, 0
242
243
STRESS,
WT,
AOMM FLIGHTS
MCPAN ^ALIGHTS
TWX4
MEMA MONTM
ANDA (177
ACCM 'ASWTIM
MEMA MONTM+1
ACCM (PASWTIM
MMOM ASWTIM
JMP ONOUT
0
MEMA BT1915
622301
JMS WT
MEMA BIT15
622301
JMS WT
602301
ACCM (3AFBDL
MEMA BT1916
622301
JMS WT
602301
ACCM @AFDET
ANDA (377
ACCM TMPP3
ANDA (360
RISH 4
ACCM TMPP4
MEMA TMPP3
ANDA (17
ACCM TMPP3
ZERA
LAX (12
MULT
TMPP4
TMQAC
APMA TMPP3
ACCM @ALNSD
JMP <? STRESS
0
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
TLLSH 74
JMP <? WT
/SWITCH THE MIRRORS
(READ LVDT DIGITAL VALUE)
(READ LOAD CELL DIGITAL VALUE)
(TAKES LOWER 8 BITS FROM EXTERNAL 8 BIT
DECIMAL COUNTER)
[STORED IN MEMORY (SYMBOL PAGE,
i .e. 14000) IN NSD LOCATION]
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BT1915, 2100000
BT1916, 2200000
BIT15, 100000
BIT16, 200000
ALNSD, 14201 (LOCATION IN MEMORY THAT NSD IS STORED)
TMPP3, 0
TMPP4, 0
MONTEN, 0
ATBB, 14106
ADBB, 14110
ARAN, 14147
BMIR, MIR
APPENDIX E
Time Resolved Sorting Routine
Our time resolved sorting routine is designed to operate on a set
of consecutive data files with increasing event time, i.e. clock
values. Blocks of data corresponding to the same clock value at dif-
fernt retardations are read and used in constructing an interferogram.
These i nterferograms at various event times are then written back to
the disk beginning with file number 270. The Fortran program to per-
form this sort is listed below.
PROGRAM TRSSRT
DIMENSION K1(4224),K2(2048)
INTEGER BLOCKS ,BLKR0W,BLT0D0,FLINK1,SCFILE,SCSTA
INTEGER FLCOL,BLKSEC,FLDES,FLLEFT,FLSTRT
INTEGER FLT0P,PT1SEC,SCCHNG
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS
110 F0RMAT( ' INPUT COUNTER PERIOD (MS.F10.5) :')
111 F0RMAT( ' INPUT DESIRED TIME RES. (MS.F10.5) :')
112 F0RMAT( 1 INPUT EVENT PERIOD (MS.F10.5) :')
113 FORMATC RESULTS IN ',13,' FILES AT A RES OF \F10.5,' MS')
114 F0RMAT( ' OK ENTER 1 NOT OK ENTER 0 :')
115 F0RMAT( ' INPUT # DATA POINTS (14) :')
116 F0RMAT(' FILES LEFT TO SORT = ',13)
117 FORMAT! '+',13)
101 F0RMAT( 14)
104 F0RMAT(F10.5)
C
C
C INPUT SECTION
C
120 PRINT 110,
READ 104.CNTPER
C CNTPER=PERIOD OF THE EXTERNAL CLOCK IN MILLISEC
CNTPER=CNTPER*1000.0
C NOW IN MICROSEC GET PTS/CLOCK BY DIVISION OF CNTPER
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C BY 28.30 MICROSEC (NICS SAMPLE CLOCK)
NPCLK=IFIX(CNTPER/28.30)
C
PRINT 111,
READ 104,DSTRES
C DSTRES=DESIRED TIME RES IN MILLISEC IT WILL BE USED
C TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF SETS OF NPCLK POINTS TO
C BE SORTED INTO THE RESOLVED FILES I.E. BLOCKS
DSTRES=DSTRES*1000.0/CNTPER
C ROUND UP
BL0CKS=IFIX(DSTRES+0.500)
C
PRINT 112,
READ 104, EVTPER
C EVTPER=PERI0D IN MILLISEC OF EXTERNAL EVENT USED TO
C CALC. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FILES COLLECTED
EVTPER-1000.0*EVTPER/CNTPER
FLC0L=IFIX(EVTPER)+1
C
C GET SYSTEM VARIABLES
PRINT 115,
READ 101, NDP
IFSZ=NDP/256
C
C NTIMES IS THE NUMBER OF FULL BLOCKS THAT CAN BE SORTED
C WITHOUT ANY CHANGES IN THE # OF POINTS BEING SORTED
C THIS IS USED TO DEFINE THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE MAIN
C SORT LOOP IS EXECUTED
NTIMES= NDP/ NPCLK-B LOCKS
C
C NCKINT=#CLKS PER INTERF.
C NPTINT=# POINTS THAT ARE IN RESULTING FILES
NCKINT=NDP/NPCLK
NPTINT=NCKINT*NPCLK
C
BLKR0W=BL0CKS-1
C FLCOL=#CLKS/WAVEFORM=#FILES COLLECTED
C
C
C BLKSEC=#0.1 CLKS PER DISK SEC
BLKSEC=3520/NPCLK
FLDES=FLCOL/BLOCKS
C FLDES=#DESIRED FILES
C
C SECTION TO DETERMINE THE ACTUAL RES USED, PRINT IT
C TO THE TERMINAL AND GIVE USER A CHANCE TO REENTER VAR.
N=NPCLK*BLOCKS
C N=# POINTS THAT ARE USED FOR SORTING
PER=FLOAT(N)
C PER IS THE F.P. PERIOD OR TIME RES
PER=PER*28.30
PER=PER/1000.0
PRINT 113,FLDES,PER
PRINT 114,
READ 101,
N
C NOW N IS USED FOR THE GO ON OR NOT FLAG
C N=l GO ON N=0 REDO THE ABOVE
IF(N.EQ.O) GOTO 120
C
C INITIALIZATION OF OTHER VARIOUS POINTERS, FLAGS, COUNTERS
FLLEFT=FLDES
PRINT 116, FLLEFT
C FLSTRT=F ILE# SORT STARTS ON AN OFFSET OF 10
C IS USED FOR AN ASSUMED POSSIBLE VALUE OF THE CLK=0
FLSTRT=FLDES*BL0CKS+9
C NDP IS NOW THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS NEEDED
C FOR Kl AT THE END OF SORT TO BE A MULTIPLE OF 352
NDP=NDP/352+l
NDP=NDP*352
C
C ** PROGRAM VARIABLES
1 PT1SEC=1
C PT1SEC=DATA POINT THAT THE SECTORS START AT
FLTOP=FLSTRT
BLT0D0=2
SCCHNG=BLKSEC
SCFILE=FLSTRT*IFSZ+8320
SCSTA=SCFILE+IFSZ-1
C SCFILE=SECTOR THAT DATA STARTS FOR FLSTRT FILE
C SCSTA=SECTOR STAT BLOCK STARTS FOR FLSTRT FILE
CALL IRDISK(K1,6,SCSTA)
C GET STANDARD EXP FOR ALL FILES IN THIS SORT
IEXP=K1(6)
C GET THE FIRST NPCLK POINTS OF DATA
CALL GETDAT(K1,SCFILE,1, NPCLK, 1)
NPNOW=NPCLK
C
C ** INITIAL TRIANGLE SORT SECTION **
C
DO 2 I=1,BLKR0W
NPNOW=NPNOW+NPCLK
SCFILE=SCFILE-IFSZ
SCSTA=SCSTA-IFSZ
CALL GETGAN( IGAN, IEXP,SCSTA)
CALL GETDAT(K2,SCFILE,1,NPN0W,1)
DO 3 J=1,BLT0D0
FLINK1=I-J+1
C N IS USED HERE AS A POINTER TO THE FIRST DATA
C POINT OF THE FILE THAT IS WANTED
N=(J-1)*NPCLK+1
IF(FLINKl.EQ.O) FLINK1=99
3 CALL ADDDAT( K2, Kl, NPCLK, FL I NK1,N, IGAN, 0)
2 BLTODO=BLTODO+l
C
C ** MAJOR SORT LOOP ***
C DOES THE INTERIOR OF THE DATA MATRIX
C
C
C CHECKS TO SEE IF THIS PARTICULAR FILE BEING SORTED
C IS IN THE UPPER CORNER OF THE DATA MATRIX IF SO
C RESET SECTOR POINTERS TO THE MATRIX BOTTOM
C N IS USED HERE AS A FLAG TO SEE IF THIS IS TRUE
N=BL0CKS+9
IF(N.NE.FLTOP) GOTO 12
FLTOP=FLTOP+FLCOL
SCFILE=SCFILE+FLCOL*IFSZ
SCSTA=SCSTA+FLCOL*IFSZ
C
C NDONE IS A COUNTER SHOWING THE NUMBER OF NPCLK BLOCKS
C THAT HAVE BEEN DONE
12 DO 10 ND0NE=1,NTIMES
NPOFF=NDONE*NPCLK
NPWANT=NP0FF+1
C N IS USED HERE AS A FLAG TO SEE IF MUST INCRIMENT THE
C SECTOR COUNT SO THAT USELESS POINTS ARE NOT READ
N=10*ND0NE-1
IF(N.LE.SCCHNG) GOTO 37
CALL CHNGSC(N,SCCHNG,BLKSEC,PT1SEC,SCFILE,NP0FF)
37 SCFILE=SCFILE-IFSZ
SCSTA=SCSTA-IFSZ
CALL GETGAN( IGAN, IEXP,SCSTA)
CALL GETDAT(K2,SCFILE,PT1SEC,NPN0W,NPWANT)
DO 20 1=1, BLOCKS
FLINK1=BL0CKS-I
IF(FLINKl.EQ.O) FLINK1=99
C N IS FIRST DATA POINT IN VECTOR K2 TO USE
N=1+(I-1)*NPCLK
20 CALL ADDDAT(K2, Kl, NPCLK, FLINKl.N, IGAN, NPOFF)
C N IS A FLAG TO SEE IF MUST GO TO MATRIX BOTTOM
N=ND0NE+BL0CKS+9
IF(N.NE.FLTOP) GOTO 10
FLTOP=FLTOP+FLCOL
SCFILE=SCFILE+FLCOL*IFSZ
SCSTA=SCSTA+FLCOL*IFSZ
10 CONTINUE
C
C ** ENDING TRIANGLE SORT SECTION
**
cBLTODO=BLKROW
DO 50 I=1,BLKR0W
NPOFF=NPOFF+NPCLK
NPWANT=NP0FF+1
C N IS A FLAG TO SEE IF SEC# SHOULD BE I NCR IMENTED
N=10*(NTIMES+I)-1
IF(N.LE.SCCHNG) GOTO 44
CALL CHNGSC(N,SCCHNG,BLKSEC 5 PT1SEC,SCFILE,NP0FF)
44 CONTINUE
SCFILE=SCFILE-IFSZ
SCSTA=SCSTA-IFSZ
CALL GETGAN( IGAN,IEXP,SCSTA)
NPNOW=NPNOW-NPCLK
CALL GETDAT(K2,SCFILE,PT1SEC,NPN0W,NPWANT)
DO 45 J=1,BLT0D0
FLINK1=BL0CKS-J
C N=POINTER FOR FIRST VALUE OF K2 WANT TO USE IN ADDDAT
N=(J-1)*NPCLK+1
45 CALL ADDDAT(K2,K1,NPCLK,FLINK1,N,IGAN,NP0FF)
C N=FLAG FOR GOTO MATRIX BOTTOM
N=NTIMES+I+BL0CKS+9
IF(N.NE.FLTOP) GOTO 50
SCFILE=SCFILE+FLCOL*IFSZ
SCSTA=SCSTA+FLCOL*IFSZ
FLT0P=FLT0P+FLCOL
50 BLT0D0=BLT0D0-1
C
C FILL Kl WITH 0 TIL MULTIPLE OF A SECTOR
C STORE DATA WITH NSTARTS FILE STAT BLOCK
C DECRIMENT FLSTRT SEE IF DONE YET
C IE FLLEFT=0 FOR QUITTING
C
C N=LAST DATA POINT SORTED+2 USED IN ZEROFILL
N=NPTINT+1
C NDP IS NOW THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS NEEDED
C FOR Kl TO BE A MULTIPLE OF 352
DO 60 I=N,NDP
60 K1(I)=0
SCSTA=(FLSTRT+1)*IFSZ+8319
CALL IRDISK(K2,352,SCSTA)
K2(31)=0
SCFILE=(270+FLLEFT)*IFSZ+8320
SCSTA=SCFILE+IFSZ-1
CALL IWDISK(K1,NDP,SCFILE)
CALL IWDISK(K2,352,SCSTA)
FLLEFT=FLLEFT-1
PRINT 117, FLLEFT
IF(FLLEFT.EQ.O) GOTO 999
250
FLSTRT=FLSTRT-B LOCKS
GOTO 1
C PRINT ENDING MESSAGE
999 CONTINUE
N=271
I=270+FLDES
J=NPTINT
PRINT 350,N,I,J
350 FORMATC DATA IN FILES ',13,' TO ',13, ' WITH ',14,' POINTS')
STOP 2
C OR CALL IREXIT FOR RUNNING FROM FTIR
END
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